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The world has some serious risk and resilience threats. 

The environment, our economies, climate change

and a worrying surge in extremism of all types. 

These conditions create the ideal backdrop 

to launch the BIGCrowd business model. 

A model that connects people to the 

issues they care about in a practical way. 

To find, validate and support the Big Impact 

Game-changers the world so desperately needs.
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BIGCrowdImportant Legal Notice - Please Read

While this information has been prepared in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or implied, 
is or will be made and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by Transform Global Ltd, Transform 
BIGCrowd Ltd or by any of their respective officers, employees or agents in relation to the accuracy or 
completeness of this information document or any other written or oral information made available to any 
interested party or its advisers and any such liability is expressly disclaimed.

This document is not a prospectus and has not been approved under section 21 of the Financial Services 
and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (“FSMA”) by a person authorised under FSMA. 

The securities referred to in this document are being offered in the United Kingdom (within the meaning of 
sections 85(1) and 102B of FSMA) only in circumstances where an exemption applies under section 86(1) 
of FSMA, or otherwise, in respect of the requirement to make an approved prospectus available. 

Any invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of section 21 of FSMA) 
communicated or caused to be communicated in connection with the issue, placement or sale of the 
securities referred to in this document will be made only in circumstances in which exemptions from section 
21(1) of FSMA apply. 

The only categories of persons to whom this document is being distributed are persons in the United 
Kingdom who fall within the exemptions under articles 19 (investment professionals), 48 (certified high 
net worth individuals), 49 (high net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc), 50 (sophisticated 
investors) and 50A (self-certified sophisticated investors) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons together being referred to as “Relevant Persons”). 

The transmission of this document by a third party to any other person in the United Kingdom is unauthorised 
and may contravene FSMA and other United Kingdom securities laws and regulations. 

This document is confidential and is provided to recipients on a personal basis and must not be transferred 
or assigned or otherwise acted on or relied upon by persons who are not Relevant Persons. Any investment 
or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to Relevant Persons and will be 
engaged in only with Relevant Persons. 

All applicable provisions of FSMA must be complied with in respect to anything done in relation to the 
securities referred to in this document in, from or otherwise involving the United Kingdom.

Any recipient of this document in jurisdictions outside the UK should inform themselves about and observe 
any applicable legal requirements. 

This document does not constitute an offer to sell or an invitation to purchase securities in the Company in 
any jurisdiction. This document shall not exclude any liability for, or remedy in  
respect of, fraudulent misrepresentation. 

By accepting this document, the recipient agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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BIGCrowd will harness the power and wisdom of the crowd,  

through purpose driven and incentivised collaboration and ethical 

social network marketing. Via a multi sided platform, with a fintech and 

marketing tech infrastructure, BIGCrowd will be a global crowd sourcing, 

crowd funding and crowd marketing profit with purpose enterprise. 

The aim is to use powerful incentive competitions to better find,  

validate, support and shine a massive spotlight on important Big Impact 

Game-changers who are striving to tackle the critical issues of our times. 

All to help them find the resources so they can best breathe and succeed.
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“The new Billionaires will be those who  
solve problems that affect a Billion people”

Peter Diamandis - Founder of the X Prize
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Introduction BIGCrowd

BIG Crowd is a ‘profit with purpose’ enterprise 
which aims to give people anywhere in the world 
the ability to ‘do well - by doing good’.

With a £9.60 subscription, no investment and the most basic of 
technology, in their spare time people can learn whilst earning - 
from a few pennies up to £10k a month. 

In 6 years BIGCrowd can:-

 l Deliver - a platform that enables discovery and 
support for the most important high impact ventures and 
initiatives of modern times.

 l Generate - £2.4 Billion to support these ‘Big 
Impact Game-changers’ in the most compelling of ways 
imaginable and support them for FREE.

 l Pay - £600 Million to subscribers in social network 
marketing commissions to grow the network ecosystem 
(some commissions will used for charitable donations).

 l On £4.8 Billion of sales, net a margin  
of 11.1% - or £534m.

By harnessing the power of the BIGCrowd we 
believe we can find, validate and support some 
of the most important ideas, plans, policies and 
ventures all over the world.  We call these ‘Big 
Impact Game-changers’. 

Big Impact Game-changers are motivated to use better business 
and important breakthroughs to solve complicated problems for a 
positive impact on the world. 

BIGs are bold plans or technologies which can scare and excite 
people in equal measure. 

These are the things which need to happen but at worst meet 
overwhelming scepticism and resistance. At best they need a boost 
to overcome resistance, help ensure success and maximise impact. 

BIGs will include Impact Ventures designed to most effectively 
address the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development and do 
so at real scale, alongside policy ideas and not for profits. They will 
be anywhere - not just the nice and easy places to do business. 

They will likely be BIG, BOLD and with underlying substance and 
necessary complexity (system innovation). 

There is a very good chance they will be developed by those who 
are least expected, underfunded and unrecognised. 

BIGs are frequently ignored or sidelined by the ‘powers that be’ 
or by investors who have little patience for things that require high 
levels of capital or where returns might be over a longer time-frame. 

This is especially the case in areas critical for our common good, 
and where the ventures or indeed the messaging still require 
development and further simplification.

If we are going to create a better more equitable world we cannot 
afford to ignore important Big Impact Game-changers any longer. 

For the first time in history members of the BIGCrowd can get 
together to give every possible chance for the Big Impact Game-
changers we all so desperately need to succeed.

A powerful social network marketing structure 
makes all this possible. 

What makes the BIGCrowd concept so powerful is the structure 
designed to seamlessly incentivise and enable millions of paying 
subscribers to participate and influence the things they care about. 

Subscribers can make a meaningful contribution to finding solutions 
to the issues that ignite their passions and their interests. 

The subscriber only has to share with a  
few others who sign up, who then do the same,  

for many millions in revenue to be generated 
throughout the network they initiate. 

For this, subscribers can earn. The more they earn, the more people 
in the network - and the greater the chance of important Big Impact 
Game-changers being found, voted for, validated and supported. 

The more people in the network the more issues that can be tackled 
and the greater the level of support given to the Big Impact Game-
changers to help them succeed. 

Earning the personal maximum of £10k a month would mean an 
individual generating several million pounds annually to support the 
activity that can help create a better world. 

Just imagine the power and potential of a social enterprise platform, 
which gives such a massive ability for people anywhere to ‘do well 
by doing good’ and at such scale!  

Introduction

 For just £9.60 a month BIGCrowd subscribers will help address the biggest and most important issues of modern times. 

Just £9.60 a month could change the world!
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The True Meaning of a Virtuous Circle!

The £3.6m prizes, comprising of 
cash and support for three years 

can attract the very best Big Impact 
Game-changers including ‘Profit 
with Purpose’ ventures, ‘Not for 

Profits’ and ‘Policy Ideas’.

The Big Impact Game-changers 
post details and videos about their 
project on the platform, promote to 
others, respond to feedback, get 
votes, and earn income based  

on the support they receive.

With an objective judging system, 
which first uses the power of the crowd, 
then wisdom of sector specific judges to 
narrow to a strong short list, in exciting 
live finals BIGCrowd subscribers will 

choose the winner for each  
Big Grand Challenge.

Prizes are focussed on delivering  
whatever is required to help the most 

promising Big Impact Game-changers 
succeed. Subscribers collaborate, donors 
and investors get to discover projects they  
can support - and the spotlight we shine 
helps BIGs be fairly and fully funded so 
they can then deliver maximum impact. 

Promoting the game-changers 
helps get more subscribers. More 
subscribers thus means more funds 
can be raised for important causes, 
more inspiring content created, and 
more solutions implemented to the 
most Important Issues in the World.

BIGCrowd will launch many     £3.6m Big Grand Challenges

The £3.6m 3 year prizes, give Big Impact 
Game-changing winners £70k per month of 
support, £20k per month in cash, and £10k 
per month in governance costs to ensure they 
are ethical and working for maximum impact.  

6
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BIGCrowdHow it works?

BIGCrowd and its NGO partners 
(who we will also raise funds for) 
will create incentive competitions 
called Big Grand Challenges to 
find and implement solutions to 
important issues in the world.

Half of all funds raised goes  
to pay for prizes for powerful 
incentive competitions to find 
Big Impact Game-changers 
addressing the Sustainable 

Development Goals.

For just £9.60 per month, 
individuals subscribe, having 
first heard about BIGCrowd 

from friends or from dedicated 
cause related marketing. Subscribers find and follow causes  

and game-changers tackling the issues 
they care about. They watch and rate bite 
sized chunks of video content, nominate, 
collaborate with and vote for Big Impact 

Game-changers - and share with  
others over social networks.

Subscribers may receive a portion  
of the revenue generated from those who 
go on to subscribe in their network - and 
are able to win prizes and earn cash for 
collaboration. Some commissions they 
may take as earnings, the rest they get  

to donate to approved causes.

BIGCrowd will launch many     £3.6m Big Grand Challenges

BIGSupport comprises of: recruitment and 
talent management; PR; storytelling; offices; video 
production; social marketing; web development; 
conference attendance, speaking opportunities; 
investor introductions; strategy support and more.

1
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Big Impact Game-Changers Defined

BIGIdeas, entrepreneurs and teams with necessary 
scale can result in perceived or real credibility gaps.

BIG and NEW ideas can scare people. Our human brains are 
wired to run away from complexity and the unknown (fight/flight). 
Our ability to deal with new information also gets overloaded - and 
there is just too much information to process these days. 

As a result, without strong teams and relentless communication, 
which all can cost a great deal, the Big Impact Game-changers the 
world desperately needs to emerge and succeed - with solutions to 
some of our most pressing challenges - often get missed.  

Markets, funding gaps, and why we need Big 
Impact Game-changers

Market activity with good governance is often the best way to 
solve really BIG issues which need significant capital, incentivised 
innovation and business level income streams and discipline. 

However, for many reasons - investment has moved away from 
making BIG bets in the areas we need, and moved towards lower 
risk opportunities or areas where faster rewards can be made. 
Having said that, both existing fund structures and new crowd-
funding platforms do deliver important innovation in some areas. 

Yet for policy ideas, not for profits, or ventures that might have  
complexity and need longer or larger funding solutions, seed or 
angel investors, current crowd-funding platforms or Venture Capital 
investors are not always ideal - and ideal investors are hard to find. 

Uncertainty over revenue generation or when follow on rounds of 
funding might be raised often make risks and complexities too great. 
Aside from risk and complexity issues, which can pose regulatory 
threats, raising funds or awareness is costly and time consuming 
and is not always a core competence of management. 

Filling the many funding and credibility gaps is 
central to what BIGCrowd is designed to address. 

To tackle the worlds biggest issues which are now urgent - we need 
to get much better at finding true Big Impact Game-changers. To 
ensure the most promising will come forward, it is critical that they 
get a decent hearing, objective evaluation - and capital on fair terms. 

BIGCrowd focuses on the discovery and fair hearing, and then aims 
to help the most deserving attract resources they need to succeed. 

Many will fail. However if just a few Big Impact Game-changers 
succeed as a result of harnessing the power of the BIGCrowd, we 
finally stand a real chance of addressing the issues encompassed in 
the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development shown below.

A Big Impact Game-changer Is:
1. A really BIG, BOLD Plan, Business or Idea
2. Innovative, scalable and, or replicable 
3. Addressing BIG challenges in areas of: 

• agriculture; energy; education; health;  
water; smart industry; tech and finance

• and the issues included in the 17 Global  
Goals for Sustainable Development 

4. Integrated and joined up thinking

5. For profit impact ventures, policy initiatives and not for profits

6. Great governance in place or in process 

7. Not yet at optimum scale - so still needing capital

8. Evidence of traction, dedication and or development

The goal is to optimise our technology to ensure promising BIGs can be found and validated - and the best can get all the support needed for success. 
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BIGCrowdBIGExamples

Eco Capacity 
Exchange is a 
platform allowing 
corporations to 
create value from 
unused capacity in 
a way that mitigates 
key risks, increases 
sales, promotes 
growth, improves 
competitiveness, 
while also reducing 
dependence on 
cash and credit. 
Additionally this 
reduces negative 
environmental and 
social impacts.

Evergreen Europe 
is a flagship Big 
Impact Game-
changer. This bold 
project aims to 
create a European 
Sustainable  
Infrastructure Trust 
(ESIT) which will 
issue a unique 
form of bond to 
fund €Billions of 
of Low Carbon 
Infrastructure for  
the next 15 years. 

BCorporation 
certified BCorps 
use the power 
of business to 
solve social and 
environmental 
problems. They now 
number more than 
2,000 organisations 
from 50 countries, 
with BCorp status 
helping embed 
sound culture and 
principles into 
existing business 
structures. 

The Columbian 
Juanfe foundation 
in Cartagena was 
set up in 2001 to 
address high rates 
of preventable 
infant mortality and 
the extreme poverty 
that led to many 
girls giving birth at 
a young age. It has 
helped and saved 
thousands of lives 
and now seeks to 
scale elsewhere. 

EnSo Impact is a 
vision for a pan 
emerging market, 
branded chain 
of ultra low cost, 
private, ‘change-
maker schools' 
for people at the 
'bottom billion' 
of the economic 
pyramid delivering 
the kind of 
education that is 
proven to improve 
lives and reduce 
conflict.

Atlantic 
Superconnection 
Corp plans to source 
abundant and 
cheap geothermal 
energy, transported 
from Iceland to the 
UK via a 1500 km 
high voltage direct 
current undersea 
cable, with the 
goal of making 
money while also 
benefiting both the 
UK and Icelandic 
populations and the 
environment. 

Whatever the structure, For Profit, Not For Profit, or Policy Ideas - BIGs will all be dynamic, scalable and,with BIGSupport able to deliver maximum impact.
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BIGGrand Challenge Design

Here’s why the BIGCrowd Grand Challenge Platform 
can be so powerful.

The BIG Crowd Platform has unique integrated qualities:- 

• Power comes from a marketing and funding model that 
enables the widest possible reach. Thus, through resulting 
publicity and nominations, the best ideas, plans and social 
entrepreneurs can be found wherever they might be.  

• Ultimately, as the platform grows, the aim is for this to be 
global and in any language. 

• The platform enables potential Big Impact Game-changers 
to refine their offering and communication, gaining feedback 
from the BIGCrowd and a panel of BIGExperts in a way that 
is both fair and objective. 

• Unlike many crowd platforms or investor discussions, where 
the entrepreneur has to unveil too much detail and IP up front 
(or face regulatory consequences), the BIGs are able to put 
as little or as much detail as they wish onto the platform. It is 
entirely up to them - with the only restrictions being decency 
and the BIG being the originator or owner of the proposal. 

• By being on the platform, promoting themselves and 
getting followers, BIGs immediately get to earn - as per 
any subscriber. This minimises ‘time and opportunity cost’ 
objections entrants to many incentive competitions face. 

• The really BIGCarrot on offer is the prizes and awards. 
However, aside from the valuable BIGSupport prizes, the 
chance to remove the earnings cap for qualifying BIGs (so 
they can fund implementation), along with the spotlight they 
will receive - the benefits for involvement are immense. 

• These financial and non financial incentives all help address 
the BIGGrand Challenges - which will be designed with the 
help of NGOs, academia, sponsors, governments and a 
range of sector specialists. 

• While often specified up front as detailed above, BIGGrand 
Challenge designs can follow ‘open calls’, where BIGs with 
an initiative to solve a BIGGrand Challenge no-one had 
thought of can enter under the 17 Goals for Sustainable 
Development criteria. 

• By gaining BIGCrowd support they may be able to receive 
an award directly - or if it is better to put the challenge out to 
the world, they can help set a challenge that is also open to 
others (prizes may be offered for challenge ideas).  

Due to the ‘Match Bonus’ in the commission structure - and subject to ongoing approval - there are no maximum earnings for qualifying BIGs.

The best plans, ideas and social entrepreneurs

PRICELESS

Resources and tools for progression

£3.6m

Investment for implementation

£Millions of Pounds Annually
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BIGCrowdBIGCelebrities with Aligned Causes

Celebrity Big Impact Game-Changers and the 
‘Entourage Factor’ 

BIGCelebrities often have BIGCauses they care about. In the case 
of someone like Oprah Winfrey, she so passionate about creating 
Women’s Leadership Academies in South Africa, she invested circa 
$100m of her own money to create an amazing template. 

BIGCrowd would give Oprah the ability to raise ongoing funds to 
enable the template to scale. While celebrities can be wealthy they 
do not have unlimited resources. 

The closest thing to an unlimited resource - is the reach of the 
celebrity fan-base. For verified BIGs BIGCrowd will remove the 
earnings cap giving the ability for the celebrity (or sometimes 
NGO) promoter to help raise up to £7.3m p/a for the BIG they 
care about (assuming they have sufficient reach to fully populate the 
10x5 network - pg 15)(and more depending on the match bonus). 

In addition, celebrities often care very much about the people in 
their network, including not just fans but their ‘Entourage’ of close, 
loyal and long-standing supporters. 

Another great thing about BIGCrowd - is not only does it enable the 
celebrity to earn for the BIGCauses they care about, it enables the 
celebrity to give their entourage and fans an income stream, which 
in turn, helps them widen their fan base and loyalty.

Celebrities often really care about scale. Oprah Winfrey clearly 
does not just want one leadership academy for women in Africa, 
she wants them all over the world. Through Water.org Matt Damon 
plainly acknowledges that there is not enough charity in the 
world to tackle the clean water and sanitation challenge - he also 
supports the notion that we need smart business solutions to emerge. 

BIGCrowd will give BIGCelebrities like Oprah Winfrey, Matt 
Damon and many others the ability to raise BIG funds and 
awareness to tackle issues they care about. 

The power of celebrity and competition to match 
capability with capital 

As BIGCelebrities really like to compete, this driving force will give 
the optimum chance to find the very best solutions to the worlds 
issues and drive education and understanding. 

For all the great ideas and Big Impact Game-changers that do 
emerge in the world - there are a lot more amazing plans and social 
entrepreneurs that do not see the light of day or who do not get a 
fair hearing because they fail to overcome the credibility gap. 

This is not because the ideas, individuals or teams behind them are 
bad, but largely because they do not have everything in place to 
get ‘above the line of super credibility’. As a result, a great 
many never get the traction and support required to overcome 
resistance to potentially practical, implementable solutions. 

By using the power of celebrity and competition to objectively 
uncover them, and by matching capability with credibility factors 
required to raise real capital, BIGCrowd can emerge as the 
democratiser to help us meet critical BIGGrand Challenges 

NB. While we are confident of our ability to work with the worlds BIGGEST celebrities - we do not have those listed above signed up yet. 
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Social Network Marketing Structure

Network revenue generation

1. Studying existing structures intensively, the network model we 
have designed to achieve something elegant, yet simple and 
very powerful, we are calling a ‘5 wide, 10 deep, forced 
matrix, cause marketing hybrid, with a match bonus’. Sounds 
technical but it is easy to grasp.  

2. No individual will need to recruit more than five people to fill 
available positions directly below (payment is automatically 
made to the 10 levels above - or to cause marketing -  if 
insufficient levels above in the network have been populated). 
However, if subscribers go on and attract a 6th subscriber 
(not monthly but in total over any time period), which is likely 
to occur due to the regular social sharing, this 6th and any 
subsequent subscriber ‘spills over’ into the first available 
position in the network (top to bottom, left to right). 

3. The term ‘recruiting’ is inaccurate as much of the work to grow 
the network simply and quickly will be done by the company. 
BIGCrowd will produce many easy to watch videos and 
animations that explain both how it will all work and what kind 
of Big Impact Game-changers we seek to find and support. In 
time these videos will feature stories of success. The aim is for 
subscribers to benefit from the elegant and simple ‘friction free’ 
platform so active recruitment or sales is not needed. 

4. Potential subscribers simply watch a video that comes via a 
link from their friends, over any social network anywhere in 
the world. If they like what they see, they too subscribe in an 
effortless process that takes minutes via mobile or desktop. 

5. To keep earning, all they have to do is watch at least one video 
per month for a maximum of 10 minutes (this part delivers 
learning), vote it up or down - and share. 

6. Just as a Wikipedia user is not obligated to contribute by 
making or editing entries, the BIGCrowd network are not 
obligated to comment. However, they can also comment in the 
thread of a profile of a potential Big Impact Game-changer or 
more formally collaborate if they wish. Comments can be rated 
up or down by others, and if they are consistently rated highly, 
network subscribers will be able to win prizes or the coveted 
BIGCrowd expert status. Most importantly however, the Big 
Impact Game-changers will get active validation, support and 
suggestions of high value to help them succeed. 

7. The maximum possible in a 5 wide, 10 deep network, is just 
over 12.2 million subscribers. While network growth does not 
stop at 10 levels, and the theoretical maximum is unlikely to 
be achieved consistently, as shown on the next few pages, the 
structure is fair and stands up to rigorous scrutiny. 

8. Commissions will be paid for every subscriber in the10 levels 
of ones network below (commisions flow upwards). However, 
to encourage focus on impact rather than just the earning 
potential, this is subject to a £5K or £10k a month payment 
cap. The goal is to create a culture where people are excited 
about ‘doing good and doing well’, and where they are 
rewarded and recognised primarily for the amount of good 
they do and initiate. 

The fastest way to grow a network is via personal referral, with similar growth characteristics of any social network like Facebook or 
What’s App or Snap Chat or Linkedin. The direct distribution (or social network marketing) model that BIGCrowd has chosen to use, 
is among the most cost effective marketing routes possible. Rather than spend on conventional marketing we would prefer to pay the 
bulk of the marketing budget back to the subscribers for making referrals.  

A maximum of 20% of monthly subscription revenue will go to marketing with the goal of paying 12.5% or as close to this as possible 
(£1.00), back to the subscribers. However as network dynamics make it technically impossible to pay the full 12.5% commissions 
to all subscribers, BIGCrowd will spend the difference of what is paid to subscribers and the maximum 20% of monthly subscription 
revenue on conventional media in order to grow the network through cause marketing (detailed below). With projected network 
growth this is likely to still be a BIG Number - and is supplemented in the early days by a marketing budget to kick start growth. 

Those who subscribe due to our cause marketing, such as conventional media (billboards, PR, digital etc), will be assigned to 
(tagged as being sponsored by) the top 31 foundation positions at the top of the network - thus earning £millions for partner 
foundations as a result. However, the network structure ensures all qualifying subscribers can benefit from spillover.

Network Marketing is a $200 Billion sector with circa 100m distributors. BIGCrowd is 100% complementary with existing networks. 

This exciting structure is a BIG playing field leveller that will  

literally change the Impact Game for the better, globally. 
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BIGCrowdSocial Network Marketing Structure

 l The key to fast network growth, is ensuring the story, 
the user interface and the underlying technology are all 
effortless. Complexity is like barnacles on the bottom of 
the boat, it slows things down. 

 l With BIGCrowd, what is exciting is that everything is 
designed around simplicity of structure and technology. 

 l While many of the Big Impact Game-changers will have 
complexity, that complexity is not needed by everyone.  
Most don’t need to know the detail of how for example   
‘a rural African electrification plan’, might be implemented. 

 l By BIGCrowd or potential BIGs producing simple, easy  
to watch videos or animations, which catch the eye of  
more people (assisted by dynamically adjusted goals and 
preferences), that is all many need to know or understand. 

 l Many just need to know the highlights, that they are 
subscribers, and by sharing with others they are helping  
change the world positively and earning at the same time. 

 l BIGCrowd power users, on the other hand, can engage 
in detail to their hearts content. 

 l As people engage and are rated for it, they can progress 
to BIGExpert status. This ecosystem may also get to  
earn and win prizes and recognition for their efforts.  

 l By enabling all to work seamlessly together we are able 
to achieve optimum growth of the network. 

 l Thus, maximum impact including amazing levels of 
excitement and fun, as a result.

We are focussed on ensuring the network becomes a healthy, inter-dependant and growing ecosystem. 
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Social Network Marketing Compensation Plan

The BIGCrowd compensation plan is designed to be 
simple but highly effective 

If a subscriber doesn’t want to know how it all works, that’s fine. The 
important stuff happens in the background. The minimum one has to 
do is watch a short video once a month, vote it up if they like it, vote 
it down if they don’t, and share. 

If others subscribe as a result, the one who shared gets to earn. To 
keep earning, the requirement is to do this simple activity, taking 
under15 minutes, just once a month.

As soon as a subscriber signs up below (in the down-line), a referral 
commission will hit the introducing subscribers (sponsors) account. 

While the goal is to encourage subscribers to engage often and 
substantially on the platform, basic engagement, is quite simple. 

If you wish to know how the payment structure works, read on.

BIG Points 

Though people will be able to subscribe from any currency, we are 
a British born company and are using the Great British Pound as our 
benchmark currency. 

To make things simple, other currencies will convert into BIGPoints, 
with each BIGPoint being equal to 1 British penny (100 in 1 pound). 

The UK subscription is priced at £9.60 - or 960 BIG Points.  So, 
960 BIGPoints currently converts to $12.05 USD, or 1 BIG Point = 
1.25 cents.  €11.25 Euro, or1.11 Euro cents for every 1 BIG Point 
(as at Feb 2017). 

The Subscription price of £9.60 is based on the net subscription 
(800 BIG points), plus VAT.  With the current rate of Value Added 
Tax in the UK being 20%, the VAT is thus 160 BIG Points. 

If a country where subscribers are based has higher or lower taxes, 
the total price will be calculated accordingly and may differ from 
the UK £9.60 price. 

Social Network Marketing Structure 

Social Networks can grow wildly. Normally it is hard to know who 
will share, how often, with who and what content or issues will go 
viral. It is also hard to know the value of luck, hard work or the true 
social power of an individuals network. 

What we have worked to devise - is a social network structure, 
including referral payment system that levels the playing field 
and highly incentivises sharing - to give the strongest chance of 
achieving viral growth. The objective is to reward hard work or the 
power of an existing social network equally, whilst also factoring in 
unknown value that is hard to quantify. All doing so with a culture 
and structure that is fair, equitable and in the positive spirit of what 
we are seeking to achieve. 

While the social network will grow organically, for  
commission purposes we created a framework we call a  

‘5 Wide, 10 Deep, Forced Matrix, Cause Marketing   
Hybrid with Spillover & 100% Match Bonus’. 

A Forced Matrix, of different sizes (3x5, 4x7 etc.), is one of 
several common structures in the $200 Billion network marketing 
industry. However, with the BIGCrowd offering that merges cause 
and subscriber marketing, and by adding ‘Matched Bonus and 
Spillover’ elements - the structure is revolutionary and powerful. 

Five Wide and Forced

Unlike a regular ‘Forced Matrix’, when one socially shares with 
BIGCrowd there is no limit to how many subscribers can be ‘direct’ 
to the subscriber as part of their BIGTeam (with the one who shared 
or ‘introduced’ being tagged and classed as the ‘BIGSponsor’ in 
the network structure). 

Access to Earnings

There will be many ways to withdraw earnings, including  
Paypal, bank transfer, or a BIGCrowd prepaid card account  
as shown, which can be auto loaded and instantly available.
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However, the number of subscribers who are technically positioned 
below the sponsor in the network for commission purposes, is 
limited to 5 (the structure ‘forces’ the limit of 5 wide which along 
with ’10 deep’ optimises the network size for our objectives). 

Jet Propulsion

This structure is devised to work a bit like a jet engine. By enabling 
people to recruit as many as they like directly, this is like the air 
intake of the engine. Rewarding hard work, it sucks in a lot of air. By 
then constricting it with the forced 5 structure, we channel this air. 

The Matched Bonus then acts like the fuel. When ignited, by the viral 
nature of the business, the expanding hot air and spillover forces the 
subscriber growth to accelerate. 

This generates propulsion - helping to scale. Via the platform, this 
collective and concentrated energy then gets directed to tackle the 
most important issues of our time. Those tackling these issues are 
thus given the greatest chance of success. 

Spillover

Any subscribers who a subscriber sponsors directly (meaning they 
share via email or a social network and someone follows a link (this 
is possibly someone they do not know), or someone enters a user ID 
when signing up via the BIGCrowd site. 

If due to the limit of 5, there are no free positions directly below 
the sponsoring subscriber, the new subscriber ‘spills-over’, with the 
platform automatically positioning them in the first available position 
in the network. 

Spillover also occurs due to any cause marketing that the company 
does. Incoming subscribers who sign up as a result of cause 
marketing and PR are ‘tagged’ to the top 31 earning positions as 
‘sponsors’ and thus benefit aligned foundations. However, they 
are also positioned into the first free space in the network, and thus 
cause spillover benefits subscribers too.  

The reason for this incredible benefit - is we recognise the viral 
nature of the business can be accelerated -  if by gaining additional 
subscribers, one in turn can help all subscribers they already have 
in the network - to earn. The same happens for everyone, thus the 
excitement and feel good factor expands significantly. 

So just like a jet engine, this engineered structure propels subscriber 
growth and thus the ability to do good on a grand scale. 

For subscribers or their down-line to qualify to earn, they simply 
need to watch, vote and share once a month. The videos they have 
to watch, vote on and share will either be a range of compelling 
sign up promotions (3 - 5 mins), or content created to promote and 
shine a spotlight on the Big Impact Game-changers the BIGCrowd 
are supporting, plus the issues they address (5 - 10 mins). 

Content will be simple, engaging and fun. Though, there will also be 
more in depth videos for people who have time and wish to see the 
detail and back stories which can be terrifically important for some. 
This helps people to connect with the subjects, issues and game-
changers they care about. 

The content and sharing will be carefully designed to inspire and 
excite so that more and more sign up. Everyone in turn gets to earn 
a little bit more, while collectively doing a great deal more good; 
helping Big Impact Game-changers succeed. 

The bigger the network, the more benefits to subscribers, such 
as content explaining how the issues they care about (set in their 
preferences) can be tackled, jobs or support opportunities offered 
and the ability to properly engage and make a difference.

10 Deep

In addition to being 5 positions wide as described, the network any 
subscriber can create can be up to 10 Levels deep. 

We have chosen this number of levels on which to pay commissions 
so as to give individuals and Big Impact Game-changers the 
greatest chance of earning and raising the most money to tackle 
the BIG issues in the world. Should a 5 x 10 network be fully 
populated, this would total over 12.2 million members. 

The goal is to promote fair and good business - and not to create a 
‘get rich quick’ mentality or impression. We are establishing a fair 
earnings cap on individual earnings (see ‘Earnings Cap’ below). 
However approved Big Impact Game-changers (individuals or 
organisations), who will also be subscribers, can be subject to a 
progressively larger earnings cap. This means they get the chance to 
earn a significant monthly sum for their cause or initiative

For every subscriber, referral commissions of 5 BIG Points per 
month are paid upwards to them, from up to a maximum of 10 
levels below (a maximum of £0.50).  This allows the network to 
keep growing and to keep on doing more good. 

Matched

Finally, the ‘Matched’ element of the structure is designed to reward 
effort and enable individuals to earn more and faster. Still subject to 
the payment cap, a ‘Matched Bonus’ will be paid equal to 100% of 
the earnings of the people who subscribe and are classed as ‘direct’ 
to their introducer (wherever they are technically positioned). 

Thus, the more people a subscriber shares with, who then sign up, 
who then go on to do the same, the faster one will be able to earn a 
decent monthly amount (which can change lives around the world). 
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Importantly, the faster we are able to deliver growth, the faster the 
network will collectively be able to help Big Impact Game-changers 
and tackle the BIGCauses we are determined to address. 

Marketing / Commissions

BIGCrowd aims to pay the largest possible portion of the 12.5% of 
marketing budget (100 BIG Points) as social referral commissions. 
Meaning, paying this back to the social network ecosystem of 
subscribers for introducing others. However, due to how a network 
grows and how commissions are paid (with base + match bonus 
they max out to individuals at 100 BIG Points), it is impossible for all 
of this money to qualify for payments at a given time.  

So where commissions paid to the network are less than100 BIG 
Points, the balance up to the 100 BIG Point total (12.5%), plus the 
remaining 7.5%/60 BPs of the marketing budget, will be used to 
spend on cause marketing to grow the network. This will be fully 
audited, totally transparent and implemented with key partners. 

Cause Marketing (Incoming Subscriber Allocation)

If a subscriber sees an advertisement on a Billboard, or London 
Underground tube train for example, or watches an interview 
as a result of corporate marketing or PR, and then goes to the 
BIGCrowd.net website and subscribes, they are classed as an 
‘Incoming / Cause Marketing Subscriber’. 

They have not been sponsored or directly introduced via a link from 
their friends. Or, if they have, they still might have come directly 
to the website or from a different device, thus making it difficult to 
allocate back to the original subscriber who shared the link via 
email or a post on social media in the first place. 

If this is the case, these incoming subscribers will be allocated to the 
top 31 earning positions in the network - with all funds raised going 
to deserving partner foundations (explained on pg 34).

As explained before, what is exciting - is due to the ‘spillover’ 
effect, all qualifying subscribers (who watch, vote and share) will 
benefit from this collective marketing activity.

Thus BIGCrowd PR and marketing efforts, or the good will and 
publicity that is spreading by word of mouth, benefit everyone in the 
network as a connected eco-system. 

BIG Points Commissions

For everyone who joins in a persons network, directly or indirectly, 
wherever they are positioned in the network and up to ten levels 
deep (but subject to the payment cap), the BIG Subscriber can  
earn 5 BIG Points (5 British Pence). 

This repeats every month, for as long as they subscribe and meet  
the basic (watch, vote, share) qualification.

As an example, if one has a network with 70 people in it (the 
network can build quickly), they will be earning 70 x 5 or 350 

BIGPoints (£3.50 per month). Meaning the subscription is now 
costing only £6.10 per month (£9.60 - £3.50 = £6.10). 

However, if one has a network with 19,530 people (the equivalent 
of having a fully populated, 5 wide network which is 6 levels 
deep), then one would earn 19,530 x 5 = 97,650 BIG Points or 
£976.50 GBP a month (excluding match bonus). 

Match Bonus

For everyone who is introduced by a subscriber (sponsor) they are 
classed as the Sponsors BIG Team. Due to the limit of ‘5 wide’ and 
the ‘spillover’ they may be positioned many levels below in the 
network (allocation is automatic).  The BIG Team thus get tagged to 
their sponsor above, for earnings and recognition purposes. 

As an extra incentive, to encourage subscribers to keep actively 
sharing and encouraging others to join the BIGCrowd (sponsoring), 
or rewarding the social power of a network, a 100% MATCH 
Bonus will be paid to the BIGSponsor, equivalent to the total 
base commissions of all their BIG Team (including any marketing 
generated incoming subscribers). So, sponsors will earn 100% of 
each of the BIG Team’s commissions. 

For example, if a subscriber has personally sponsored 12 others 
directly into their BIG Team, and the BIGTeam are collectively 
earning 15,000 BIG Points, the sponsor will earn this same 
15,000 BIG Points (£150) per month. If their collective earnings 
then increase the next month to 16,400 BIG Points (£164) the 
BIG Sponsor earns the same as a 100% MATCH Bonus (adjusting 
accordingly and in addition to the subscribers own 5 BIG Points 
for each subscriber in their network). The combination of Basic 
Commissions and Match Bonus are subject to the payment cap. 

Fill Up

If a subscriber 5 levels down tragically dies (we can’t imagine 
anyone stopping voluntarily), as discussed new subscribers 
automatically spillover, and thus fall into the vacant position. 

The Earnings Cap 

To ensure we are start as we mean to go on, and do not incentivise 
wild excesses in lifestyle or behaviour, we are creating a payment 
cap to limit individual earnings, set at a very reasonable £5k per 
month (or £10k if 5 direct subscribers are recruited in the first 60 
days (or 30 in the 1st year). 

To reach the max £10k payment cap, one would require a 
maximum of 200k subscribers in their collective down-line network 
(or less depending on the Match bonus and performance below). 

While the percentage of people who are able to reach this cap 
cannot be high as a percentage of subscribers, with a structure as 
powerful as BIGCrowd many people may reach and surpass this 
earnings cap over time. 
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When one goes above the earnings cap, network size and total 
earnings will still be tracked and published as an incentive, where 
additional prizes and recognition can be delivered. 

However, earnings above the £5k or £10k cap will be 
automatically donated to the approved BIGs they nominate. 

If they have not nominated one or more BIGs (and the portion of 
above CAP earnings these BIGs will receive), then earnings will be 
spread equally across all approved BIGs. 

BIGs themselves can subscribe and if approved,  
can benefit from an increasing earnings cap. 

Earning or Donating 

Individuals can at any time, chose to donate their earnings to the 
BIG of their choice. It is up to them. If they wish to earn, they are 
able to withdraw the payment from our BIG Payment Gateway at 
any time, online or via their mobile phone. 

If they wish to donate all or part of their earnings it will be their 
choice but certainly not their obligation. 

In the future we hope to bring a capability where individuals can 
Impact Invest into approved opportunities that we place on the 
BIGCrowd platform, or onto key partner platforms.

Qualification for Earning or Donating

For BIGSubscribers to earn or donate to their chosen BIG, the same 
simple qualifications apply. A BIGSubscriber must watch a minimum 
of 10 minutes of BIG videos a month, vote and share in order to 
earn or donate to their chosen goal or game-changer. 

Should a subscriber fail to qualify, they will be sent a reminder. If 
after 2 months of not watching videos voting, or sharing - earnings 
will be converted to automatic donations and spread equally across 
all approved BIGs.

The goal is to create a gamification effect, giving subscribers not 
just the competition of seeing how much they are able to earn, and 
what winning BIGs they can nominate and support, or win prizes in 
the league table - but also the fun and feel good effect of donating - 
and seeing the good that they do. 

The structure which incentivises social network sharing  
and engagement - means the power and potential of the 

BIGCrowd can be channelled into a marketing and purpose  
driven collaboration engine of scale and real impact.
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BIGSupport highlights

By marketing to, and pooling funding from the BIGCrowd, recruited 
through a powerful social network marketing model we are able 
create a really BIG communication and support agency, optimised 
for in person and outsourced delivery.  

Free BIGSupport will be delivered to the Big Impact Game-
changers doing truly important stuff. The goal is to help the Big 
Impact Game-changing ideas come to life and succeed. 

The BIGCrowd and BIGExperts together select those worthy of 
progressing to win the extensive program of BIGSupport, worth 
upwards of £1.2m each year for 3 years. 

£9.60 a month might not seem like much however 
the compounding network power can be an 
exponential force. From the subscription:-

 l £1.60 is taken off as VAT. Yes, we are a for profit with 
purpose social enterprise and we believe in paying tax (in 
the location where it originated)!

 l Of the remaining £8, £4, or 50% of the net, gets pooled to 
provide the Big Impact Game-changers with a program of 
BIGSupport lasting 3 - 5 years. 

 l £2.40 or 30% is used to cover the BIGCrowd platform 
technology costs and business expenses, including margin.  

 l £1.60 or 20% is allocated to marketing, which includes, 
where possible, paying the BIGCrowd for introducing 
others by simple, regular social referrals. 

Here’s how it will work

1. Potential Big Impact Game-changers are sought out, 
nominated by the BIGCrowd, or apply. There will be an open 
call, where potential BIGs can apply at any time in general 
categories of the Sustainable Development Goals, or in 
response to specific BIGGrand Challenges created with key 
sponsors and celebrities. 

2. For each BIGSupport award, 25,000 BIGCrowd subscribers, 
or sponsors to an equivalent value, are required (sometimes 
sponsors will underwrite prizes). 

3. Potential BIGs (who also subscribe and so earn while building 
a following) get a profile, including video and the ability to edit 
and respond to questions from the BIGCrowd network. These 
questions and responses are voted on by the BIGCrowd. 

4. When subscribing, the BIGCrowd set preferences, helping us 
help them easily find what they care about - Learning can thus 
be enjoyed as a direct result of earning. 

5. The BIGCrowd network vote to decide who is in, out, or at the 
top of the BIGLeague in key BIGSupport Award, or BIGGrand 
Challenge categories. 

6. To safeguard the quality of BIGs that are found, a layer of 
BIGCrowd experts will collectively verify the BIGLeague and 
ensure no potential BIGs are missed. 

7. For BIGs that have gone through expert verification to create 
a short-list, the BIGCrowd will then vote to decide who wins 
the BIGSupport award or the BIGGrand Challenge, which will 
include cash prizes. 50% of pooled revenue from BIGCrowd 
subscriptions pays for the BIGSupport services (over).

8. 50% of the prize fund will be allocated by competition, and 
50% by the board (with subscriber input).

Open Innovation, additional markets and a major motivator.

BIGCrowd could revolutionise Open Innovation the world over. 

While not part of our initial sales plans, the intent is to enable 

partner organisations, who may also sponsor challenges, to 

use the platform (for free or at low cost) to increase social and 

environmental innovation and thus drive performance. This 

‘white labelling’ will help us tap into vast employee networks 

further helping drive subscriber growth. 

Surveys of millennials show topping the employer appeal 

list - is what organisations do for the world. Well designed 

open innovation programs can transform organisations of all 

kinds. This is especially the case for innovation with a social 

and environmental aspect. Benefits include: finding, nurturing 

and retaining talent; lowering costs; enhancing customer 

relationships; and adding to the bottom line.
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BIGSupport is where a dedicated team and key 
partners work with selected BIGs to tailor a solution 
and deliver it flexibly. It’s like having a powerful 
PR, Comms and support agency, all to service the 
selected BIGs, and it is entirely free for 3+ years.

1. Support is all about telling compelling stories consistently, 
well and loudly so the BIGs can be found and supporters and 
interested stakeholders can learn about the Big Impact Game-
changer and the issues addressed.  

2. The goal is to ensure BIGs can best showcase their activity or 
intent - so they can secure all the resources they need to be 
sustainable, to have maximum impact and do so on fair terms. 

3. When BIGs are sustainable and successful, the BIGSupport 
budgets can be used to run BIG Grand Challenges, so as to 
provide support for others. 

4. BIGSupport is complementary to practical support BIGs may 
request on the BIGCrowd platform or earnings BIGs are able 
to generate as BIGSubscribers. 

Though the BIGSupport program is potentially 
worth many millions in value and services, due to 
collective support from the BIGCrowd or sponsors, 
BIGs pay a BIG Zero for this support.  
 
All we ask are three simple things:-

1. If they do succeed, when they are in a position to in the future, 
they pay it forward in some way. This could be via a donation 
to support others via their foundation if they create one; or 
something simple such as giving time to mentoring others. 

2. If they seek to do a crowd fund-raise we ask that our 
BIGCrowd network be given the first opportunity to invest. 

3. When the Big Impact Game-changers are properly funded and 
sustainable, and the free support program comes to an end, so 
we can support others, we ask that they consider retaining the 
marketing, communication or other services of the BIGCrowd 
network - on a paid basis of course!

£70k of BIGSupport services each month can include:- 
• Recruitment of senior team, board advisors and talent 

management.

• Delivering ongoing media coverage, via focussed public 
relations efforts, all supported by regular writing, blog 
storytelling, video or animations. 

• Web, social media or 
digital development  
or engineering. 

• Helping find and 
secure targeted 
supporters, which  
can include key 
partnerships, backers 
or investors.

• Strategy support and 
tech consulting. 

• Devising and helping 
run social media 
campaigns and 
awareness programs.

• Securing free 
advertising radio or 
TV appearances.

• Securing seats 
or speaking 
opportunities at 
relevant events  
and conferences. 

• The more BIGs we can help overcome resistance to success, 
the more satisfied the BIGCrowd will be, the more like-minded 
connections they will make, and the more content, earnings, 
and other benefits they will collectively receive. 
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Calculations for average salary and cost level for BIGSupport provision - based on 200 person internal and office based freelancing team (BIG Support POD). 
Employee Level Salary 40% Tax/Benefits Totals Totals SB11 - No of No of BIGs SB12 - BIG Support Employee Breakdown

40% people per BIG to work on
9 160,000£    64,000£               2 448,000£             0.04                               23.79               Senior management 5
8 130,000£    52,000£               3 546,000£             0.06                               15.86               Strategy 5
7 100,000£    40,000£               10 1,400,000£         0.21                               4.76                  Account management 50
6 90,000£       36,000£               10 1,260,000£         0.21                               4.76                  Introductions / sales 25
5 75,000£       30,000£               15 1,575,000£         0.32                               3.17                  PR / media 25
4 60,000£       24,000£               50 4,200,000£         1.05                               0.95                  Recruitment / facilities 15
3 50,000£       20,000£               50 3,500,000£         1.05                               0.95                  Digitial / web development 15
2 45,000£       18,000£               10 630,000£             0.21                               4.76                  Social media / marketing 15
1 40,000£       16,000£               50 2,800,000£         1.05                               0.95                  Storytelling / writing / blogging 15

SB1 - No of employees / freelancers &  annual cost 200 16,359,000£       4.20                               Video / animation 15
SB2 - Monthly Office / Tech Cost 1,500£         3,600,000£         Events attendence / speaking 15
SB3 - Total Employee and office / Tech Cost 19,959,000£       SB2 - Office / Tech Cost 200
SB4 - BIGSupport budget / Emp / Yr 100,000£    20,000,000£       Facilities Mgmt 450£               
SB5 - Total annual People and Support budget 39,959,000£       Salesforce Licence 150£                
SB6 - Value of BIGSupport Per BIG P/A 840,000£             Computer / Phone 200£                SB13 - Annual Media / Outsourcing Spend / BIG 420,431£      
SB7 - No of BIGs Served by 200 Person Team 47.6                       Office Contribution 500£                SB14 - Monthly Media / Outsoucing Spend / BIG 35,036£        
SB8 - Average Annual Salary & Costs Per Person 99,795£               Misc 200£                SB15 - Annual BIGSupport People Spend / BIG 419,569£      
SB9 - Average Montly Salary & Costs Per Person 8,316£                  Total 1,500£            SB16 - Monthly BIGSupport People Spend / BIG 34,964£        
SB10 - Value of Benfits PM/PP (assuming tax = 25% & benefits =15%) 891£                     SB17 - Total Annual BIGSupport Per BIG 840,000£      

BIG Support Provision Assumptions

For every 25,000 subscribers - BIGCrowd can support 1 Big 
Impact Game-changer. Most prizes will last 3 years however some 
will be for as little as 1 year and others up to 5 years depending on 
need and aim to deliver compelling stories of success. 

At 50% of the NET subscription price, or £4 (400 BIG Points) 
allocated to BIGSupport provision, these 25,000 subscribers will 
provide 1 winning Big Impact Game-changer with a BIGSupport 
package of  £3.6m (£100k per month for 3 years or £1.2m p/a).

The £100k per month is broken down thus:-

1. £70k per month - BIG Support Provision (internal and external)

2. £20k per month - cash contribution

3. £10k per month - governance / impact measurement costs

The 25,000 x £4, or £100k per month figures, and the breakdown 
above, was arrived at by considering what would be required to 
provide really BIG ideas and ventures with the all the support they 
need to have the best chance of becoming sustainable. 

Factored in are the costs of delivering some services in house, 
sourcing from external suppliers and maximising efficiency through 
the fact the client (the BIG) does not pay (as margin is not needed). 

The optimum structure is deemed to be a hybrid, where services 
costing approximately 50% of the BIG Support Provision Budget 
are outsourced (or the money is utilised as a media budget), and 
where 50% is delivered by an in house team.  

The objective, is to get to an optimum delivery pattern, where core 
services with valuable expertise can be built up and delivered by 
the in house team - and where efficient virtualisation, freelancing 
and key partnerships are utilised to leverage up to deliver the 
greatest possible service and added value. 

SB1 - Number of Emps / Freelancers & Annual Cost

A great deal of data and significant first hand experience suggests, 
in an agency or professional service firm setting, 200 persons is 
about the maximum size to optimise creativity and performance of 
teams. In the BIGSupport context, this will enable BIGS Support 
PODs to deliver high quality support services to BIGs who are 
selected. It creates an organisation of sufficient scale to work 
efficiently, but not too big to be unwieldy on an organisational level. 

When one POD is complete, a portion of personnel would break 
away to establish a new POD in a different geographic location. 

This also will enable increasing coverage in line with the subscriber 
base and BIGSupport award winners. PODs may be established 
in conjunction with Communications Networks, or other ‘Sponsor’ 
organisations. Salaries detailed are competitive to professional 
service or agency environments, and when added with benefits, 
bonus and the nature of the work, create a compelling talent 
magnet that can create a powerhouse of support. 

SB2 - Monthly Office / Tech Costs

Offices and tech costs are paid for by a Per Person Per Month fee. 
When cash-flow or 
investment allows, 
we aim to secure 
high quality offices 
in low cost but still 
accessible areas 
(e.g. Croydon - in 
the example shown 
right) and to fit out 
to a high standard 
to ensure a highly 
attractive working 
environment. 

Office Costs Sq Ft 18,200          

Occupancy Ratio / Emps 91                 200               

Rates 7.5£              136,500£      

Svc charge 5.00£            91,000£        

Total Rates & Svc Charge 12.50£          227,500£      

£ Rent per sq ft 26.5£            482,300£      

Rent 709,800£      

Facilities @ 25% 25% 177,450£      

Total Annual Office Costs 887,250£      

Total Monthly Office Costs 73,938£        

Price Per Person Per Month 370£             
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This will enable the right environment to create a positive culture 
at an affordable price. However, critical mass of sufficient full time 
support or general employees, or secure and growing cash-flows, 
are required to make this work. So full time facilities will come later. 

In the interim, the fee of a maximum of £500 per month will allow 
adequate flexibility with serviced offices (delivering up to a Central 
London cost), potentially spread through multiple locations and 
connected via IP telephony and basic video conferencing.

The office/tech costs, includes monthly MAC or PC rental, hosted 
VOIP phones (off balance sheet and more flexible than purchase) 
the annual acquisition of Salesforce licences and hosted Microsoft 
Exchange, plus other necessary software such as Adobe Design 
software or the apps that would be integrated into salesforce. 

Also included, for example, are fees to cover facilities management, 
food, ancillary costs and an ‘office contribution, which covers other 
support services, training, insurances and financing costs of fit out. 

Where possible costs will be kept to a minimum, especially by hot 
desking, remote working and optimising in-house/outsourced ratios. 

SB3 - Total Employee and Office / Tech Cost

For each full BIGSupport POD, the joint employee, office / tech 
cost at circa £20m is 50% of budget (the other is SB4). 

SB4 - BIGSupport Media / Outsourcing Budget / 
Emp / Yr

The budget for media and outsourcing is shown as an equivalent to 
annual salary and costs for the BIG Support Pod budget. 

This £100k figure (£20m) in total, establishes a budget to be spent 
externally on virtual support, outsourced supply where relevant, or 
on media or travel to support the BIG for event attendance etc. 

SB7 - No of BIGs Served by 200 Person Team

As can be seen, the BIG Support Pod of this target size has the 
capacity to service just over 47 BIGs at any time. 

This ensures the variety of the work, the ability to develop and 
hone core competencies and establish a decent spread of services 
throughout the organisation. 

Also, by the POD working with enough BIGs, several of which are 
likely to fail due to the nature of delivering BIG Bold ideas, this is 
better for attracting and retaining talent - and for overall impact. 

It also ensures the learnings from helping complex and sometimes 
complementary BIG projects seeking to address the worlds most 
important issues can most efficiently cross fertilise. 

SB8 & SB9 - Average Annual / Monthly Salary & 
Costs Per Person

The £100k or £8,316 monthly salary costs per person will give a 
reasonable and competitive western salary in all categories shown. 

These costs will be universal around the world. They will be added 
to with bonus and benefits and the motivation of people involved in 
the work to do good and do well. 

The objective is to create one of the best workplaces anywhere in 
the world. Ancillary revenues can be generated by the BIG Support 
POD, with limits set in to ensure ancillary revenues do not detract 
from the core mission. Bonuses can be paid from a combination of 
ancillary revenues and budget savings from operational costs. 

SB10 - Value of Benefits PM/PP (assuming tax = 20% 
& benefits =20%)

Tax rates vary from location to location, however, the benefit 
figure of just under £1k per month gives flexibility and the ability to 
provide the ideal motivational benefits. 

SB11 - No of people per BIG

Three full time equivalent people per BIG are provided for by the 
plan. This can be increased by efficient outsourcing and virtual 
support, paid for by SB13/SB14.

SB12 - BIG Support Employee Breakdown

The breakdown detailed will be ratified at the next stages of the 
plan. The goal is to provide one account manager per BIG, with 
general experience and sufficient seniority, along with a decent 
sized team of professionals in all necessary areas to deliver 
support, so that the BIGs are able to come to life. 

This is added to by senior management and the ‘attractor factor’ 
that the BIG POD of sufficient size is able to create. Entities of this 
size, often in capital cities, will have access to senior people in 
finance, politics and industry, especially due to the relationship with 
the BIGCrowd umbrella business itself. 

SB5 / SB6 / SB13 / SB14 / SB15 / SB16 / SB17 

As the titles suggest. 

In yr 1, circa 10 BIGSupport Awards are projected to be live. 

This rises to 31 in yr 2, and then 98 in year 3. So in year 3, 2 full 

BIG Support PODs are live. The pace of increase then ramps up, 

with 6 support PODs needed in yr 4, 15 in yr 5, and in yr 6,  

the 1,752 live challenges would take 37 BIGSupport PODs. 
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Technology Map

In addition to in-house engineers and tech expenditure, an engineering budget of 10% of net revenue is included (including payment processing). 
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BIGCrowdPlatform Strategy

Assuming target growth projections are reasonable, this would enable £240m+ to be spent refining the tech offering over a 6 year period.

Use of Technology - Dynamic Analysis and Scalability 

BIGCrowd will use agile consulting and cloud based CRM 
(Salesforce), along with rating software to manage all data flow 
and operations. Linking them to Amazon Web Services and other 
services via APIs. 

The flexibility and lower cost will also minimise hardware and 
enable dynamic roll up of data to give macro and micro views of 
key performance indicators. 

This also enables collaborative working and a global learning 
network, which can capture, quickly disseminate and effectively 
share content. 

This system is used to drive and harness the ‘Wisdom of Intelligent 
Groups’ as represented to the right. 

The technology strategy is to licence, build, buy and integrate. 

The team have identified component vendors and partners for core 
areas, included in our overall tech solution. 

The in-house tech team will be responsible for integrating these 
components to deliver the BIGCrowd platform. 

On signing of an NDA, vendor details can be supplied.

Competitive Selection of BIGs - Wisdom of Crowds 

It is easy to confuse wisdom of crowds with madness of crowds, 
however, if the right conditions are in place, decisions or inputs to 
decisions made by a motivated, independent and value-adding 
group tend to be of the highest quality. 

Conversely, those made by a small connected group (a herd) or 
those made by the smartest of individuals tend to be weaker when 
looked at in aggregate or over time. 

The BIGCrowd platform design, with algorithms and voting 
mechanism to manage it, will give the greatest chance for the 
wisdom of crowds to be fully tapped to find the highest potential Big 
Impact Game-changers, wherever they may be (though we prefer 
the term ‘Wisdom of Intelligent Groups’). 

Right from the application process through to the voting, expert 
narrowing and final voting, everything is designed to ensure the 
most talented individuals and ideas are found. 

The delivery of in-house BIGSupport, and the crowd-sourcing of 
added support from the platform, and the promotion to source 
necessary investment for BIGs, seeks to add to the overall mission 
and to blended returns.

By utilising many wisdom of crowds inputs this ensures objectivity 
and competitive selection raises the bar of performance, which is 
then further refined in stages. 

There is a great deal of research into what is commonly  

called the ‘wisdom of crowds’. The challenge is the wisdom  

of crowds and the madness of crowds can get mixed up. 

The key to unlocking real crowd wisdom is having decision  

inputs, independence and motivation from stakeholders. 

BIGCrowd is designed around the latter, with a structure that will 

be refined over time - with big implications for other areas, and 

potential application for capital allocation systems worldwide.
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Consumer Motivation

As stories of BIG Successes get told -  the transparency and intelligent design of the BIGCrowd platform will be better understood.

Which will be the Bigger Driver -Do Good or Do Well? 

With BIGCrowd - it does not matter what the initial motivation of the 
consumer is. Some will be motivated by a higher purpose, some by 
self interest and some by a subtle combination of the two. 

Whatever the motivation, BIGCrowd can change the balance 
where, rather than NGO’s, donors and investors deciding where 
funds go, citizens from around the world will help decide which 
BIGs to support. Further, in addition to any BIGSupport funds 
they contribute, they can engage and provide support directly to 
BIGs via the platform (providing help, suggestions, connections or 
material resources). 

This empowerment has powerful connotations and we predict a 
large part of the rationale for subscribing will be to engage with 
and influence outcomes on the issues subscribers care about. 

At a time when 
the 99% feel 
under represented 
and badly 
disconnected 
from the 
economic upsides 
of their labour, 
the passion and 
desire for people 
everywhere to 

find solutions that create change has never been greater. 

Also, millennials, are widely known to place meaning high on their 
list of motivations. Less and less do they try and make money on one 
side of their life and give it away on the other.

People on all levels actively wish to incorporate doing good into 
everything that they do. Digital natives especially are well placed to 
see BIGCrowd as a great way of doing what they care about while 
extending their impact - by doing what they do naturally. 

Doing good and doing well has some Precedent

In the UK in the 2015/16 year, £7.6 Billion 
was spent on lottery tickets - of which just 25% 
went to good causes. Yet few people buy a 
lottery ticket because it will help them do good. 

Doing good is just a side benefit and one that perhaps helps 
assuage a little guilt? People buy tickets because they enjoy the 
fantasy and hope of winning a major prize. However, research 
shows, while the likelihood of winning a smaller prize is obviously 
much higher, it is also an equal motivator. 

While we do not wish to develop the lottery ‘get rich quick’ 
mentality (and have introduced the payment cap to reduce it), 
the fact that many will get to earn a little, perhaps £50 or £500 
or several thousand pounds a month, all as a result of regular but 
modest active engagement - is an incredibly powerful motivator. 

Combining stories of people getting help to pay the bills, not by 
chance - but through regular social sharing, which also helps them 
do good - is a recipe for viral growth. 

Motivation can be Influenced by Education

While many will subscribe because of the do good factor, there is 
a good chance more will be grabbed by the financial incentive, at 
least initially. People increasingly feel there are too many ‘causes’ 
and charity alone is a bottomless well. 

Charity marketing is expensive and a great many commercial 
businesses benefit. Think of the TV ads, emails, and street fund 
raisers? That we are choosing instead to pay the bulk of our 
marketing spend back to the subscribers for introducing others, will 
help people see the financial incentive in context.  

If people do not have the time or desire to actively engage and just 
wish to earn or donate their earnings, the fact that many others will 
be engaging as a result of the growing network will still help people 
feel good whatever their involvement. However, as monthly earning 
qualification includes watching one short video, gradually, this will 
help us warm up cold hearts. 

The education subtly embedded into these 10 - 15 minute videos, 
and checks to ensure they are watched, gives us confidence that 
subscriber good motivations will increase. The more people know, 
the better and faster the BIGSubscriber base will grow. The more 
people earn, the more good will be done as a result. 

We believe the BIGCrowd subscription is something people will discuss and debate in bars and households all over the world.   

There will be sceptics and there might even be anger, with people having strong opinions over the morality, motivations and  

practicalities of the doing good / doing well decision. This can be a good thing. It can be good for the business and  

the impacts we can make - as whatever their opinion, the more people talk, the more people will subscribe.
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BIGCrowdMessaging and Perception Management

As people show their friends their success on the BIGCrowd mobile app - even many sceptics will turn into advocates for how we deliver positive impact.

Debunking the Pyramid Perception

Of those who have viewed the BIGCrowd offering they fall into 
two camps. By far the largest say straight away ‘I love it, when can 
I sign up, or how can I get involved?’ The other camp are those 
whose initial reaction is to ask ‘Isn’t it a pyramid scheme’? 

The vast majority of the latter group listen to reason and very quickly 
come to realise there is a big difference between a legal, multi level 
marketing system (which is a fast growing $200+ Billion industry) 
and an illegal ‘Ponzi’ or similar pyramid scheme. 

However, even though most fast come round to the idea BIGCrowd 
is both legal and ethical, some have a remaining concern. That is, 
the negative perception they themselves had might be shared by 
others, and that this might affect sales and thus the mission. 

Oscar Wilde once remarked ‘There is one thing in life worse than 
being talked about, and that is not being talked about”. BIGCrowd 
does generate strong opinions that will get and keep people talking. 

Management believe that any initial negative perceptions will turn 
positive over time. This will be due to the adoption curve where first 
adopters help deliver stories of success (people earning) and stories 
of doing good (BIGs delivering). As more celebrities, foundations 
and NGOs choose to partner with us sceptics will be won over. 

However it’s critical to be transparent, work to achieve BCorp status 
and maintain strong governance. With the core mission of ‘better 
business for a better world’ it’s not sufficient to look good but 
it’s important to be good in every way. 

The Importance of the Adoption Curve

Of all these things, an understanding of the adoption curve is most 
important and should always be at the front of mind. BIGCrowd is 
carefully designed to have the widest possible appeal and the least 
friction to get in the way of people subscribing. 

Yet there will still be the innovators and early adopters, followed by 
early majority, the late majority and then, eventually, the laggards. 
In the first groups, there are a very high percentage of millennials 
and virtually all existing network marketers. 

As they earn, and as their stories of doing good get out  
(amplified by a significant conventional and cause  
marketing spend), then the other groups on the  
adoption curve will quickly follow, with  
viral characteristics then taking  
on a life of their own.

 

A Marketers Happy Dream!

One particularly powerful feature of the BIGCrowd business 
model, is the concept of combining social network marketing, with 
conventional marketing and embedding marketing in absolutely 
everything we do - to create a fly wheel type momentum.

In our target assumptions the BIGSupport budget is £2.4 Billion 
over 6 yrs. While this is a projection (based on the marketing), 
what is exciting is that when we are showcasing the Big Impact 
Game-changers we are supporting - at the same time we promoting 
ourselves. So a decent portion of that £2.4 Billion will double up to 
promote the BIGCrowd Subscription - thus driving adoption. 

£960 Million is also spent on marketing to activate and support 
the subscriber adoption. This is predicted to pay out £600m to 
subscribers (some of which will be the BIGs, who use earnings to 
deliver their mission - or aligned foundations for which we fundraise). 

The point is this really is any marketers ‘happy dream’. It’s the stuff to 
get them salivating! Having researched a broad network of old and 
new marketing contacts it is clear the BIGCrowd opportunity gets 
professional marketers mouths watering. 

The number of angles and story opportunities with the BIGCrowd 
BIGName (Think BIG : Create a BIGSuccess : Do Good BIGStuff 
etc.) are unlimited. 

This all gets fuelled by the kind of budgets described and by 
exciting partnerships. Thus the messaging can be constantly refined 
and improved by many of the best creative minds in the world. 

New Standards in Ethical, Transparent Business

Doing business in an ethical and transparent way is what we hear 
people everywhere crying out for. Unlike some global corporations 
and charities, BIGCrowd will pay tax. 

While it is the right thing to do, in what is an increasingly important 
issue, by taking a stand on fair tax we are confident that the 
increased publicity and relevance will not just help manage 
perceptions but will also create a strong foundation to drive true 
success of the BIGCrowd. Thus creating a compelling, inspiring 
template for others to follow.

BIGCrowd.net
for Big Impact Game-changers 
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Competitors? or Highly Compatible and Highly 
Likely Collaborators?

BIGCrowd will have many competitive advantages to other 
incentive prize organisations. Most importantly it will have the ability 
to generate significant prize funds and as a result, the ability to have 
enormous reach to find individuals in all important categories, who 
are keen and motivated to engage. 

Subscribers can engage on a basic level - because they wish to 
earn. Or, they might wish to donate their earnings to BIGs they care 
about, or help in other ways. 

They may wish to enter BIGGrand challenges, or participate as 
a BIGExpert on the platform. However they engage, it does not 
matter. The more subscribers, the better for everyone. 

This can be a very good thing for the organisations shown below. 
Many care deeply about addressing the issues we do. 

The BIGCrowd system design and platform will be set up to 
seamlessly collaborate and to work alongside other incentive 
competitions, NGOs and foundations. 

We will do this where they have good system design, compatible 
values and where BIGCrowd can help by bringing more funds,  
long term support and more entrants. 

The plan will be to link other platforms to our own - 
or at the right time - make strategic acquisitions. 

Rather than support quickly fizzling out, or prizes being too small 
to be effective, the BIGSupport awards offered by BIGCrowd will 
support the winners right into implementation and to success. 

We will tell stories and follow organisations to create compelling 
content, with longevity of storytelling that people everywhere are 
desperate for (illuminating solutions to issues they care about). 

Entities shown such as One Young World, the Milken Institute, the 
Skoll World Forum, Le Comptoir de L’innovation (who run Impact2), 
Clinton Global Initiative (if it restarts) and the Schwab Foundation 
of the World Economic Forum - all run or are involved in annual 
events, where BIGCrowd will be able to sponsor delegates, launch 
prizes and announce winners. 

The goal is to scale BIGCrowd in a highly managed way, so 
engagement with organisations such as the examples listed will be 
systematic, planned and determined. 

See pg 34 to learn another powerful way we aim to collaborate 
with key stakeholders.

The Resilient Coopetition Ecosystem

Cash and positive publicity are the most important commodities to grease the wheels of the influence network. BIGCrowd creates lots of both. 

The high growth characteristics  

of the BIGCrowd business model  

and it’s revenue generation potential  

will create a great deal of support  

and acquisition currency in a  

reasonably fast time-frame. 

Those involved in complementary 

social ventures which have great talent 

and strong incentive prize offerings, or 

valuable content and networks, but would 

like to increase their impact and efficiency 

will receive donations, be invested into or 

acquired to help expand the BIGCrowd  

maximum impact network.

 The key is the reach, scale and margin  

that this positive business can create.

https://www.ted.com/about/programs-initiatives/ted-prize
https://herox.com
http://www.xprize.org
https://www.omaze.com
http://www.hultprize.org
https://www.clintonfoundation.org
http://www.milkeninstitute.org/events/labs/
http://www.schwabfound.org
https://breakthroughprize.org
http://skoll.org
http://edition.cnn.com/specials/cnn-heroes
http://www.gatesfoundation.org
http://oneyoungworld.com
http://www.lecomptoirdelinnovation.com
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BIGCrowdIIs, DFIs, NGOs, Philanthropists and Foundations

BIGCrowd has the potential to make the Social Finance markets massively more efficient as far as BIG, BOLD and IMPORTANT initiatives are concerned. 

Solving a Major Challenge for key Capital Providers 
and Stakeholders

BIGCrowd can solve major problems for Impact Investors (IIs), 
Development Finance Institutions (DFI’s), Non Governmental 
Organisations (NGO’s), Philanthropists and Foundations. 

The above organisations and individuals find project sourcing 
and deal-flow a real challenge. While the total amount of capital 
committed to social or impact causes is significant, as a share of 
global finance it is a very small percentage. Therefore, it is spread 
very thin, especially in austere times. 

Further, while some wish to focus on doing small projects locally, 
the goal of many is to generate maximum impact, deploying capital 
into entities that are BIG or scalable, to meaningfully address the 
BIG issues they care about. However, this is risky and to get right it 
can be costly. There is a real dichotomy here.  

While often the role of social finance is to take financial risk in return 
for impacts, many in the categories above are quite risk averse. 
Or indeed, they do not have process or operational capability to 
evaluate lots of projects to the degree required to assess which 
might succeed. What they seek is often wrapped up in what they 
are not able to quickly understand.  

The trouble with many Big Impact Game-changers is they are just 
not scalable gradually. There can be proof points generated but 
with many they are binary. They need funding and supporting 
fully, or their chances of failing are hugely increased. This currently  
involves making big bets or getting a lot more information, and few 
will invest in either. 

Those BIGs seeking capital have limitations too. Sometimes this is 
a result of being under resourced in the first place. Other times, it is 
because mistakes are made. However, mistakes are always made. 
The key is being able to view game-changers over time. 

Due dilligenced deal flow. 

What both social and for profit capital providers need, is the ability 
to build relationships with target deals ahead of time. This enables 
them to watch the development trajectory, see mistakes get dealt 
with, credibility and clarity increase, positioning them to invest when 
comfortable and when key perceived risks are removed. 

Reasons can be seen in the graphic below. There are a number of 
barriers, gaps and bottlenecks. Both those who seek resources and 
those who seek to deploy resources have big challenges. 

The results can be referred to as a market failure. A great deal of 
capital in turn sits on the sidelines or is inefficiently deployed.

The Danger of Disruption is Irrelevance but 
Partnerships are Preferable 

For many NGOs, Foundations or others, the challenge is to stay 
relevant. Putting power into the hands of the BIGCrowd, by using 
the BIGCrowd platform to identify, verify and support BIGs, could 
bypass or disrupt those who have avoided the risks they should 
have been taking for too long. Partnering could be better for all. 

Though we exclude any such projections from the business plan, 
the BIG Crowd platform could objectively provide all the data and 
discovery of suitable BIGs that many, including Governments are 
actively seeking but struggle to find. 

To then share risks, individually or collectively, these different impact 
investors and donors could back BIGs identified by the BIGCrowd 
so the £3.6m BIGSupport budgets can to be leveraged many times 
over. Our goal is to turn £3.6m of support into £12m + of value. 

With the ability to scale globally, and with 

the benefits coming from the business model 

and the powerful social network marketing 

distribution engine, it is not just one game, 

but the rules of many games that we are 

determined to and will be able to change.
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Capitalisation Chart and Investment Terms

The do good / do well investment opportunity with a fair structure to reward and incentivise all stakeholders commensurately. 

Deal Term for the £500k and £2.5m. 

After 2 years of business model development, Transform Global 
Holdings Ltd is raising a £500k seed round to enable structuring 
and for the team to become operational so as then to close the 
£2.5m A Round to enable optimum launch. 

The £3m is being split into a £500k and £2.5m rounds. The former 
starting development of the technology platform and messaging - 
and the latter to commence marketing and sales. 

Investors in the Seed to A Rounds (when diluted for management  
options and subscriber options), will own 15m shares or 25% of 
Transform Global Holdings Ltd.  

Through this unique structure investors will own equity in both 
Transform BIGCrowd Ltd and Transform Global Ltd (which though 
on hold - contains important design IP for the future).

Why the joint deal with Transform BIGCrowd and 
Transform Global?

Transform Global Ltd aims to be a Private Innovation and 
Development Bank, and may be the investor or arranger of deals 
first identified through the BIGCrowd platform. 

Management believe links between the ventures should be 
maintained as both entities are complementary with a healthy 
overlap. View pg 50 to learn more about Transform Global.

Steve Podmore created BIGCrowd while working on Transform 
Global - in part due to the experience gained along the way. 

 
To be fair to all stakeholders it was decided to structure the 
ownership of both entities through Transform Global Holdings Ltd, 
through which all stakeholders might own shares in both. This means 
any potential conflicts of interest can be effectively managed. 

While focus is to bring BIGCrowd to life first, investors are rewarded 
for agreeing to the above structure, for it’s long term governance 
and flexibility. This structure allows for the later (seperate or 
combined) fundraising for Transform Global Ltd.

Management believe this structure can give the opportunity for 
investors to take a healthy first exit, giving a decent return within 2-3 
years. This is explained on the following pages. 

With Transform Global itself a potential Big Impact Game-changer, 
the experience of the founder, the contact base which has been 
built over time and with BIGCrowd developed by Transform Global, 
BIGCrowd will ultimately help Transform Global come to life. 

New shareholders are thus compensated for this pre existing 
relationship, both in equity terms and from the value from having a 
‘bank’ on board. 

The Transform Global Trust Foundation will also own equity and will 
provide governance for the social mission of both organisations. 
Learn more here (pg 35). 

(B) Seed Round (£500k)  5.00 M 10.00%  £500 K

(B) Friends and Family  7.50 M 15.00%  £750 K

(B) Management/Options  7.50 M 15.00%  £750 K

(B) Subscriber Options  5.00 M 10.00%  £500 K

(A) Transform Global Trust Foundation  5.00 M 10.00%  £500 K Pre Money  £4.50 M

(A) Steve Podmore - Founder  20.00 M 40.00%  £2.00 M Post Money  £5.00 M

TOTAL  50.0 M 100%  £5.00 M P/Per Share £0.10

(B) A Round (£2.5m)  10.00 M 16.67%  £2.50 M

(B) Seed Round (£500k)  5.00 M 8.33%  £1.25 M

(B) Friends and Family  7.50 M 12.50%  £1.88 M

(B) Management/Options  7.50 M 12.50%  £1.88 M

(B) Subscriber Options  5.00 M 8.33%  £1.25 M

(A) Transform Global Trust Foundation  5.00 M 8.33%  £1.25 M Pre Money  £12.50 M

(A) Steve Podmore - Founder  20.00 M 33.33%  £5.00 M Post Money  £15.00 M

TOTAL  60.0 M 100%  £15 M P/Per Share £0.25

(B) B Round - (£12m)  12.00 M 16.67%  £12.0 M

(B) A Round (£2.5m)  10.00 M 13.89%  £10.0 M

(B) Seed Round (£500k)  5.00 M 6.94%  £5.0 M

(B) Friends and Family  7.50 M 10.42%  £7.50 M

(B) Management/Options  7.50 M 10.42%  £7.50 M

(B) Subscriber Options  5.00 M 6.94%  £5.00 M

(A) Transform Global Trust Foundation  5.00 M 6.94%  £5.00 M Pre Money  £60 M

(A) Steve Podmore - Founder  20.00 M 27.78%  £20.00 M Post Money  £72 M

TOTAL  72.0 M 100%  £72 M P/Per Share £1.00

By initially selling to existing  

network marketing distributors,  

and through partner networks,  

it has become clear that sales  

could be brought forward. 

Thus, rather than the larger  

figures as previously thought,  

£3m in combined Seed and  

A Round funding is sufficient to  

enable the BIGCrowd model  

to reach profitability.

The B Round, shown now at  

the larger £12m, will still be  

raised as soon as practicable  

in order to accelerate growth  

and multi language support. 
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BIGCrowdPerformance and Target Investor Returns

BIGCrowd creates the conditions for strong risk mitigation. That is in part down to the ability to raise significant investment within 12 - 18 months.

Impact First, Fuelled by Value

BIGCrowd has the potential to deliver value to investors in several 
ways. First and foremost - the company is an impact first venture and 
is designed to tackle serious social and environmental issues. 

The aim is to do so with strong governance that is designed to 
embed the mission for the long term. 

However the aim is also to generate healthy financial returns for 
investors in the medium and longer term.  

Though BIGCrowd only requires equity funding of £3m to get to 
profitability, growing to deliver the target 44m subscribers without 
further funding over 6 years - this can be speeded up.

In the context of the powerful business model, the goal will be to 
use momentum to raise additional rounds of funding - the B, C and 
First Rounds as shown.

The B and C Rounds will be used for marketing and geographic 
expansion for BIGCrowd and also to 
commence further development and 
promotion of Transform Global. 

Depending on the reaction to Transform 
Global (with circa £5m of the C 
Round invested for this purpose), then 
possibilities open up. 

£80m First Round can be raised to:-

1. Deliver the £40m Exit 1 (right). 
This will enable existing investors to 
take money off the table.  
 
After fees, £36m will be left to 
increase the growth of BIGCrowd, 
and to deliver the plan for 
Transform Global.  
 
There is a clear strategy, either 
with BIGCrowd alone, or with 
the combined plan, to deliver a 
responsible exit - but also with a 
longer term royalty - of £4B within 
4 - 6 years.  
 
However, as shown right and over 
the page - the £2 Billion more 
conservative target is used here for 
illustration purposes.  
 
As illustrated, this still delivers a 
healthy and acceptable return. 

2. BIGCrowd could still pursue the additional C and First Rounds 
to increase growth, still with a partial exit, and a full exit 
coming as per the target projections within 6 years. Transform 
Global would fund-raise separately. 

3. Both options would entitle investors to pro rata perpetual 
royalties of 1% of sales (20% of the 5% allocated in the P&L to 
bonus / ancillary staff costs). 

It is important to note that excluding the founder shares, the 
10m options, added to the initial 7.5m share options would give 
personnel (and acquisitions) a stake worth £350m at the £2B 
exit value - a stake that along with the social and environmental 
impacts, aligns interests and enables the very best talent to be 
recruited to deliver.

As can be seen by the highlights below, for the level of the impacts 
and profits that can be delivered by BIGCrowd, a £2 Billion value 
is highly conservative - especially when looked at in relation to 
many organisations of late, which have similar user growth but slim 
to non existent revenue and profits. 

(B) C Round (£20m)  8.0 M 10.00%  £20.0 M

(B) Final Seed, A and B Rounds (£15m)  27.0 M 33.75%  £67.5 M de-risking Pilot fund. 

(B) Friends and Family  7.50 M 9.38%  £18.8 M

(B) Management/Options  7.50 M 9.38%  £18.8 M

(B) Subscriber Options  5.00 M 6.25%  £12.5 M

(A) Transform Global Trust Foundation  5.00 M 6.25%  £12.5 M Pre Money  £180 M

(A) Steve Podmore - Founder  20.00 M 25.00%  £50.0 M Post Money  £200 M

TOTAL  80.0 M 100%  £200.0 M P/Per Share £2.50

(B) First Round £80m)  10.00 M 10.00%  £80 M

(B) Management / Acquisitions  10.00 M 10.00%  £80 M

(B) C Round (£20m)  8.00 M 8.00%  £64 M

(B) Final Seed, A and B Rounds (£15m)  27.00 M 27.00%  £216 M

(B) Friends and Family  7.50 M 7.50%  £60 M

(B) Management/Options  7.50 M 7.50%  £60 M

(B) Subscriber Options  5.00 M 5.00%  £40 M

(A) Transform Global Trust Foundation  5.00 M 5.00%  £40 M Pre Money  £720 M

(A) Steve Podmore - Founder  20.00 M 20.00%  £160 M Post Money  £800 M

TOTAL  100 M 100%  £.8 B P/Per Share £8.00

Exit Targets  (Exit 1 = 2years; Exit 2 = 4 - 5 years) Exit 1 Exit 2

(B) First Round £80m)  10.00 M 10.00%  £200 M

(B) Management / Acquisitions  10.00 M 10.00%  £200 M

(B) C Round (£20m)  8.00 M 8.00%  £4.00 M  £160 M

(B) Final Seed, A and B Rounds (£15m)  27.00 M 27.00%  £13.50 M  £540 M

(B) Friends and Family  7.50 M 7.50%  £3.75 M  £150 M

(B) Management/Options  7.50 M 7.50%  £3.75 M  £150 M

(B) Subscriber Options  5.00 M 5.00%  £2.50 M  £100 M

(A) Transform Global Trust Foundation  5.00 M 5.00%  £2.50 M  £100 M

(A) Steve Podmore - Founder  20.00 M 20.00%  £10.00 M  £400 M

TOTAL  100.00 M 100.00%  £40 M  £2.0 B

BIGCrowd 6 Year Highlights Total Yr 1 Total Yr 2 Total Yr 3 Total Yr 4 Total Yr 5 Total Yr 6 6 YR Total
Target Projections
Subscribers  250 K  784 K  2.5 M  7.7 M  18.4 M  43.8 M  43.8 M
Total Sales  £7.4 M  £47 M  £147 M  £463 M  £1,223 M  £2.91 B  £4.80 B
BIG Support  £3.7 M  £23 M  £74 M  £231 M  £612 M  £1.46 B  £2.40 B
BIG Support (@ £100k per BIGSupport Award  per month) 5 31 98 309 735 1,752 1,752
Subscriber Marketing (commissions / donations)  £1.1 M  £7.0 M  £22.1 M  £69.4 M  £183 M  £437 M  £720 M

Non Subscriber Marketing  £1.8 M  £5.3 M  £14.1 M  £34.7 M  £92 M  £218 M  £366 M

Monthly Growth Rate 33.3% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 7.5% 7.5% 13.1%
Profit / Loss - £2.7 M  £1.0 M  £5 M  £42 M  £128 M  £361 M  £534 M
Profit / Loss % -36.7% 2.1% 3.5% 9.2% 10.4% 12.4% 11.1%
Value @ 25 x after tax PE Ratio  £84 M  £699 M  £2.11 B  £5.96 B
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Funding Strategy

Final Seed - £500k

To raise the £500k of final seed investment - the founder is seeking 
aligned impact investors who care about the long term mission. 

We aim to secure the £500k in full or in tranches, alongside or after 
the final £100k of friends and family allocation which is currently 
being raised at the same £0.10p a share. This covers structuring 
and fund raise expenses (along with the Pre Launch Beta offering 
where the first 2,000 subscribers will receive 500 share options). 

The goal is to find impact investors who understand and support the 
governance model - and ideally can add value. 

While a small number of investors are preferred, management are 
exploring raising this £500k on the Syndicate Room platform. 

The Final Seed Round funds the core team, including engineering so 
the technology platform can be progressed, messaging completed 
and partner / beta sales commenced, plus the A Round raise. 

A Round - £2.5m 

While the £500k (plus beta subscribers) funds core activity for 10 
months plus, the goal is to raise the A Round inside 4 - 5 months. 

With BIGCrowd design it is important to start sales aggressively 
when technology is in place and when beta testing and beta sales 
are complete - so raising earlier gives a larger resource budget.

The A Round therefore enables sales and marketing to scale with a 
sufficient marketing budget to ensure the snowball sales effect takes 
place - and for the business to reach profitability within 2 years. 

Final Seed / A Round target investors. 

Ideal investors for BIGCrowd are those who have an interest and 
desire to address one or more of the sustainable development 
goals, or have strategic value to add and strategic benefit they can 
receive. This include media organisations, technology and internet 
companies, Ultra High Net Worth and other Impact Investors. 

In addition to funds, the goal is to secure marketing and healthy 
strategic support. So investors who have further investment capacity 
and interest in the Big Impact Game-changers that will emerge, or 
media capability are especially of interest. 

Sponsorship

Separate to equity investment - sponsorship will be sought which 
will contribute to marketing and enable the reach and cash-flow 
to go further. The EU and national governments and aligned 
corporations will be called upon to create and sponsor challenges 
where the sponsorship revenue kicks off or subsidises prizes offered. 

£12m, £20m & £80m. 

As detailed on page 30 and 31, follow on rounds of £12m, £20m 
and £80m are targeted to accelerate growth of BIGCrowd and to 
enable the launch of Transform Global. Though the £3m is sufficient 
to enable BIGCrowd to become profitable, additional capital speeds 
up the impacts that can be made - as well as investor attractiveness. 
Management believe this will be attractive to strategic investors, 
and have a number of individuals and organisations in mind. 

Steve Podmore, the Founder of both Transform Global and BIGCrowd, has decided to focus on bringing BIGCrowd  
to life, prior to working on Transform Global. Though Steve expects to occupy the Executive Chairman roll in BIGCrowd  
for some time, the goal will be to get the business to a point of strength and to recruit a strong and aligned CEO capable  
of running BIGCrowd independently. Only when this CEO is in place and embedded, and with the support of the board,  

would Steve step aside from full time duties, to revert to delivering the highly complementary Transform Global vision.
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Technology Risk 

Technology to support the BIGCrowd offering needs to be resilient. 
When a celebrity endorsement occurs for example, the network 
subscription engine needs to cope with potentially significant 
transaction volume. This issue is core to the technology architecture.  

The BIGCrowd platform has to be integrated and voting /publishing 
systems also have to handle volume. 

The desktop and mobile platforms also have to be ‘friction free’ and 
user friendly to ensure take up and stickiness. 

Management have studied the technical solution intensely and 
believe, initially in areas of greatest importance, the optimum route 
is to licence best in breed solutions and integrate them. 

Partners have been identified and this speeds up the technical build 
and ensures resilience. 

As engineering budgets increase this gives the understanding and 
options to architect and build in house solutions, or continue the 
relationships with third party vendors. 

With the business model which creates cash and potential 
acquisition currency, vendors may be acquired. 

There are sufficient budgets in the business plan to deliver a full 
solution, though we aim to start with minimum viable product, 
deliver revenue and adjust. 

Management, Operations, Sales, Legal, Competition

In the above categories additional considered risks include: 

• Ability to attract and retain talent;

• Challenges from operating overseas, including multiple 
languages; 

• Compliance with anti money laundering regulations for the 
payment of referral commissions; 

• Challenges managing growth; 

• Management being up to the task; 

• Recruitment of BIGSupport capacity as sales increase 
exponentially; 

• Sales not occurring as predicted; 

• Unethical or better funded competition.

Risk Mitigation Foundations

Whilst developing the concept a great deal of learning has been 
drawn on from the years of experience working on the Transform 
Global vision. Ironically, the initial idea for Transform Global was 
based on an incentive competition. Steve Podmore has continued to 
study this arena and refine his thinking over the last ten years. 

Similarly, for over 25 years, Steve has been fascinated by the 
immense power of the multi level marketing industry but has been 
waiting for the right time and product to use this distribution channel. 

In developing BIGCrowd, and with advances in affiliate marketing 
tech it became clear the subscription was ideal and timed perfectly 
for what we now term ‘Social Network Marketing’ distribution. 

In addition, though the raw Transform Global idea had morphed 
into a blueprint for a Private Innovation and Development Bank, the 
funds it would raise and manage were designed to incorporate the 
same big data technology and framework to tap into the ‘wisdom 
of intelligent groups’ that BIGCrowd will also be using. This thinking 
has carried over and expanded into BIGCrowd, and the timing for 
AI, BIGData and the Predictive Analytics that also need scale that 
BIGCrowd can give - has never been better or more exciting. 

Success Breeds Success

The more subscribers that can be signed up, the more BIG Grand 
Challenges can be set, the more solutions to important issues found, 
and the greater number of these Big Impact Game-changing 
solutions can be helped to succeed. 

All of this means when critical mass is achieved, the business can be 
highly profitable. This gives the ability to raise funds and to have a 
significant value, that can be harnessed not just for investor returns 
but to create positive impact

The most important rewards are the meaning, satisfaction and fun 
that can come from initiating such positive change. 

Embedded in that is the sheer privilege of being in the company of 
so many smart, wonderful and committed people, all working to do 
good in the world by changing lives at meaningful scale. 

This is its own form of risk mitigation. Combining a strong business 
model with exponential capability, and the ability to hire some of 
the most talented people around - will help address key risks 

By working to collectively and intelligently address the 17 Global 
Goals for Sustainable Development, and doing everything possible 
to achieve them, what better rewards could there be!  

The world is full of risks. The BIGCrowd model is about helping 
people all over the world to come together to tackle some of the 

greatest risks we are all facing together. Moreover, it is about 
doing so with a belief in good business and high standards. 

Management realise there are business risks which will need to 
be faced, but also bold steps need to be taken to generate the 
revenue required to create a sustainable business that can also 
unleash the massive impact which might disrupt some players. 

But if positive disruption leads to a better world - so be it. 
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Raising Funds for Aligned Foundations

The earnings donated from the top 31 positions - will contribute to the positive media machine. 

For important NGO’s these 31 positions could be 
worth upwards of £227 Million P/A

Fast forwarding a few years, and with the growth that management 
believe is possible, especially when linking up with a Facebook, Ali 
Baba, Twitter or Google (or potentially many more organisations as 
part of the larger Transform Global launch), and assuming the levels 
shown (positions 2 - 6, and 7 - 31) are fully populated through the 
10 levels of their network below this would add up to 12 levels. 

A network that is 5 wide and12 levels deep, and fully populated, 
would be over 305 million people. 

This number of subscribers certainly might seem ambitious, however 
BIGCrowd combines multiple viral characteristics to mean this level 
of subscriber penetration can occur.

These top 31 positions would earn 5 points (5 British pence) for 
every subscriber up to five levels wide and ten deep. 

They would also earn the ‘match bonus’ equal to 100% of the 
earnings for all subscribers down unlimited levels who join as a 
result of our cause marketing efforts. Thus, each of these NGOs or 
Foundations such as those shown in the example below could be 
earning a minimum of £7.3m annually or £272m total per annum, 
and potentially a great deal more. 

Subscriber growth would mean earnings grow from a small 
start and increase in pace over time. In our more conservative 
projections which grow to 44m subscribers, these earning positions 
would still receive multi million pounds of donations. Rather than 
spreading earnings across the full 31 positions from the start, the first 
five foundations will be allocated initially and these will be added 
to as subscribers grow.

The power of the ‘do good’ focus of BIGCrowd can be both harnessed and accelerated  
by the support and partnership with a diverse set of NGOs and Foundations. 

• By gifting earnings from the top 31 earning positions in 
the network (below which the whole network builds) 
to a number of relevant foundations or NGOs we will 
be able to both support their core operations and also 
cover the cost of their involvement in BIGCrowd. 

• The goal would be to pay for salaries of personnel who 
would sit within these entities so they are able to work 
with the BIGCrowd management team in the creation 
and delivery of BIGGrand Challenges. 

• Their expertise will often ideally position them to 
understand the issue BIGs might be addressing and thus 
help us set challenges accordingly. 

• The costs attributed to their involvement with BIGCrowd 
would be eclipsed by the total funding stream they 
would receive which could quickly build to be a major 
donation to their organisation. 

• As a condition for receiving these funding streams which 
are likely to be significant over time, these Foundations 
or BIG NGOs would also be expected to play a role in 
the governance of BIGCrowd itself and of the activities 
embarked on by BIGGrand Challenge winners. 

• With the exception of the No1 position held by the 
independent Transform Global Trust Foundation 
these top positions would be selected for a fixed but 
renewable term. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

NB. The organisations shown above are examples only.

The company will have no direct subscribers. The No1 Position shown, will be held by the 
Transform Global Trust Foundation (TGTF), and earnings from the 30 immediate down-line 

positions will be donated to aligned Foundations as selected by TGTF and voted for by the BIG 
Crowd. These positions will not be subject to the payment cap or other earnings qualifications 

and so over time -  we will be able to raise and donate BIG money to important causes.

http://www.schwabfound.org
http://skoll.org
http://oneyoungworld.com
http://www.xprize.org
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Living to the above standards can set a compelling example to the Big Impact Game-changers we seek to find , validate and support. 

How and why BIGCrowd is structured as a  
Social / Commercial Hybrid 

While the17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development are 
unlikely to be addressed as fast as we need to tackle global risk 
and resilience threats, BIGCrowd aims to speed things up.  

The platform and the network design will have the capability 
to bring to life the most promising opportunities to countries,  
people and organisations around the world. Success will be 
measured environmentally, socially and economically. 

To be formally incorporated into our ‘Sustainability Charter’  
are some of the ways we believe we can achieve these 
important goals:-

• We will do so while making our operations robust, limiting 
exposure to risk and building strong governance. 

• With our ‘for profit with purpose’ structure we are 
focussed on net impact. 

• We intend to operate as a Benefit Corporation, 
which we believe is the best way to achieve and 
embed the desired culture for success.

Transform Global Holdings Ltd will operate a  
5 : 10 : 20 : 30 : + model

• 5 - reflects the 5 Million Shares of founding equity gifted to go 
to the ‘Transform Global Trust Foundation’.

• 10 - paid days per year will be given by employees to spend 
volunteering  - to be mentoring or working with any ‘impact’ 
projects of their choice.

• 20 - percent of post hurdle rate returns, made on investment 
returns made by funds that Transform Global launches or, 
indeed, Impact Investment Funds that BIGCrowd launches 
directly or by agreement with others, will go to TGTF aims. 

• 30 - represents the 30 positions at the top of the BIGCrowd 
subscriber network, gifted to important NGOs or Foundations. 

• + - represents the position gifted to the Transform Global 
Trust Foundation at the very top of the BIGCrowd network, 
plus office facilities, media coverage and general assistance 
provided by BIGCrowd and Transform Global in order to 
further the work of the Transform Global Trust Foundation, or to 
raise funds as appropriate. 

Governance and Impartiality 

Long term governance will be delivered via the ‘Sustainable 
Charter’ to be embedded in the articles of association detailing 
founding principles, and via the voting structure designed to lock in 
founding aims and charter conditions while still enabling external 
governance, oversight and healthy exits for financial investors. 

The Transform Global Trust Foundation structure will be formalised 
over the first two years. The objective is to recruit a diverse group 
of Trustees who are in alignment with the mission and who fully 
understand both the BIGCrowd business model, and the foundation 
objectives and responsibilities. 

BIGCrowd will not affiliated to any  
political or religious organisation. 

Impact Measurement 

In what could be the largest project of it’s kind, BIGCrowd will 
provide both scale and data - and will work with multiple partners 
to deliver effective and increasingly strong impact measurement. 

Taxes

The business will obey the laws of the countries in which it operates 
and will pay taxes as a responsible citizen. Importantly, and double 
underling this point, while some global corporations are interested 
in the letter of the law, and use all manner of mechanism to legally 
avoid taxation, we believe it is important to build a strong business 
model, generate profits and obey the spirit of the law. 

Paying taxes in a fair and transparent manner and contributing to 
society creates business as it should be - fit for modern times!  

Distributions

The Transform Global Trust Foundation will fund innovation labs, 
make impact investments and seek to deliver bold and highly 
effective maximum impact projects in the following areas:

A long term force for good. 

The goal is to create a strong mechanism to embed 

the founding principals for the long term, enabling 

entrepreneurial leadership in the short and medium term, 

whilst creating healthy and timely investor exit potential, 

attracting professional, independent and fit for purpose 

social and environmental governance throughout.

 l Investment Reform

 l Education

 l Sustainability Impact

 l Social entrepreneurship
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Management and Compensation Strategy 

The creation of a compelling talent magnet.

BIGCrowd aims to enable talented and motivated people to come 
together with aligned impact, combined strength and responsible 
intelligent governance in order to do things they believe in. 

The goal is to attract them to do this not just for a few hours a week 
but to be engaged in truly important activity, addressing critical 
issues in the world all day every day. Plus doing so in a fit for 
purpose social enterprise focussed on impact. 

The first full time people recruited over the first two years, referred 
to as the founding team (around 40 persons), will be instrumental in 
taking the business to the next meaningful stage, putting everything 
in place so it can be operational and up and running. 

The Founder has been actively recruiting, or ‘spotting’, for some time 
and the founding team will be selected from a strong line up when 
funds are secured. The decision to do this stems from the importance 
of the right multidisciplinary team, recruited at the right time from a 
position of strength. 

Salary levels will be discounted to a fair market rate for the calibre 
of personnel required. See page 47

Equity incentives will compensate for discounted salary levels, 
though we seek to recruit those who are motivated by the potential 
impact and the long term, not just the short term rewards. Once 
profitable, compensation will move to a more reasonable level.  

The founding team shown may not be the team that leads the 
business for the long term. Quite simply, the skills to get things up 
and running are not always the same things to keep things running. 
However, it is important to ensure there is equity for the team 
initially, and enough to attract people who join later.  

So it is important to compensate the people who lay the foundations 
for the important and intensive work they have to do. They are thus 
compensated separately to the people who come later, though 
some fair conditions apply.

Including the persons shown below (with the exception of the 
Founder), and others to come in the first two years, will be granted 
up to 7.5m options calculated in relation to their seniority, time of 
joining and length of service.  

Stock option terms

The core team will be granted:-

• 25% of their share options - when the first 250,000  
subscribers are signed up

• 25% - when the Millionth subscriber signs up

• 25% - when the business raises over £20m of equity and / or 
establishes a value above £100m at a liquidity event

• 25% - after the first four quarters of profitability

To receive their full allocation, personnel have to work for 
BIGCrowd for a reasonable time period, though it is important to 
demonstrate they are not locked in for life. 

The objective is to get the right people to build the optimum culture, 
with those who are motivated for the long term.

Terms for exercising options or shares are to be confirmed but will 
likely be - 1/3 :1/3 : 1/3, giving the ability to sell :

1. 1/3 of accrued options twelve months after a liquidity event, 
then on the annual anniversary of a qualifying liquidity event. 
Meaning, when we IPO or sell, the founding team will have the 
ability to sell 1/3 of their shares 12 months later, 

2. with 1/3 -12 months later, 

3. and a remaining 1/3 - 12 months after that. 

Steve Podmore 
Founder and CEO

Steve Rocco 
Advisor

Kurt Hoffman 
Advisor

Phil Colclough 
Network Development

Jagdeep Bhaura 
Technology

Gillian Harding-Moore 
Marketing

Terms to motivate and align interests!

 l As shown on page 31 a further 10 Million shares will be 
offered as restricted options - bringing the employee stake 
to 17.5% (excluding the founder). 

 l Restrictions on these options, which will tie their grant to 
a minimum value on the business of £1 Billion, align all 
interests (impact targets will be factored in).

 l At the low target exit price of the business, this gives 
employees a stake worth £350m. 

 l In addition, all employees will be expected to be 
subscribers - and  so will supplement their earnings with 
commissions - as per any subscriber. 

 l A bonus pool will also supplement base earnings.

 l Despite the potential for significant financial reward, our 
goal is to create a culture where the mission, work and 
people motivates more than the money alone. 
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BIGCrowd £600k Final Seed Round (£100k + £500k) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

No Of Beta Subscribers Added 100 400 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500

No of Beta Subscribers 100 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500

Total Revenue £8  £1 K  £4 K  £8 K  £12 K  £16 K  £20 K  £24 K  £28 K  £32 K  £36 K

Expenses (Total Staff numbers) 6 7 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11

Steve Podmore (CEO)  £40 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K

CFO/COO  £40 K  £2 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K

CTO  £40 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K

Marketing  £40 K  £2 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K

Design / Developer  £40 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K

Developers (X 1, X 2, X 3)  £40 K  £4 K  £4 K  £9 K  £9 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K

Admin (X 1, X 2)  £25 K  £3 K  £3 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K

Challenge Development  £40 K  £0 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K  £4 K

Video Animation / Tech / Design / Marketing  £5 K  £5 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K  £13 K

Travel / event attendence / roadshow / marketing  £5 K  £5 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K

IT / legals / office / recruitment (inc £10k Outstanding)  £20 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K

Total expenses (salaries including 30% benefits / tax)  £54 K  £49 K  £73 K  £73 K  £77 K  £77 K  £77 K  £77 K  £77 K  £77 K

Total Sales  £1 K  £4 K  £8 K  £12 K  £16 K  £20 K  £24 K  £28 K  £32 K  £36 K

Investment  £100 K  £500 K
Cash in bank (start point - £100k + £500k)  £46 K  £2 K  £437 K  £377 K  £316 K  £259 K  £206 K  £157 K  £112 K  £71 K

The £500k in Final Seed Investment. 

Following the remaining friends and family share allocation (£100k 
at the same 10p a share as the £500k), the £500k will be raised, 
from the founders existing network, or through the preferred crowd-
funding platform - Syndicate room. 

The final seed funding of £500k, which can be raised in stages, 
enables core team to come together, to fully own the business plan 
and its presentation, for development on the technology platform to 
progress along with messaging and fundraising for the A Round. 

There will be an ongoing road-show and stakeholder events with 
the goal of closing the A Round within 4-5 months. The £500k in 
final seed, with a maximum of 11 people shown above, can last for 
at least 10 months - in part due to the Beta Subscriber sales activity. 

Shares for Performance Options 

As can be seen above and below there is a Pre Launch Beta 
Subscriber program. The first 2,000 subscribers will receive 500 
share options in the business (1m shares, priced at the same level as 
the latest funding round - i.e. 10p). All promotion for the fund raise 
will help us generate BETA subscribers from Feb 2017, and thus 
revenue to help support costs until fully operational.

BETA Subscribers get benefits, such as share options, event invites, 
and preferred content, on the understanding that certain elements 
of the offering are not live at the time they subscribe (they can 
introduce others, but payment and content will not initially be live). 

On full launch (as shown below) there is a promotion designed 
especially for Network marketing professionals with existing 
networks, or for those willing to work hard. 

2000 200 50 10 5Number of Ownership for  
Performance Incentives Available

500 4,500 15,000 30,000 50,000Number of Share Options Awarded 
for Achieving the Performance Target

10 x 5 20 x 5 30 x 5 50 x 5 100 x 5No of Direct Sponsorships with  
5 people recruited on 2nd level

500 5,000 20,000 50,000 100,000Total Number of Share Options  
Per Awardee (Cumulative)

£10,000 £100,000 £400,000 £1,000,000 £2,000,000Potential Value of Options at Target 
Exit (based on the min. of £20 a share)

NB. In addition to the above awards, the first 2,000 Pre Launch Beta Subscribers to sign up, alongside other benefits will receive 500 
share options priced at the same level as the latest funding round (i.e. 10p a share at the final see round price).  All above incentives  
will also be offered as share options on the same basis - priced as the most recent funding round. 

Blue Award Green Award Red Award Purple Award Black AwardShares for Performance
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6 Year Profit and Loss Summary

BIGCrowd - 6 Year Target Assumptions Total Yr 1 Total Yr 2 Total Yr 3 Total Yr 4 Total Yr 5 Total Yr 6 6 YR Total

PL1 - BIGCrowd Subscribers Added  250 K  534 K  1.7 M  5.3 M  10.7 M  25.4 M  44 M

PL2 - Total BIGCrowd Subscribers - (Net)  250 K  784 K  2.5 M  7.7 M  18.4 M  43.8 M  44 M

PL3 - Sales (Total BIGCrowd Revenue = Subscription Price x Net Subscribers)  £7.4 M  £47.0 M  £147 M  £463 M  £1.22 B  £2.91 B  £4.80 B

PL4 - Active BIGSupport Awards By Year End 10                 31                 98                 309              735              1,752           

PL5 - BIGSupport Awards Added 10                 21                 67                 210              427              1,016           

PL6 - BIG Support - Cash Grants and Prizes (80 BIGPoints per subsciber)  £739 K  £4.7 M  £14.7 M  £46 M  £122 M  £291 M  £480 M

PL7 - BIG Support - BIGExpert Due Dilligence (40 BIGPoints per subsciber)  £370 K  £2.3 M  £7.4 M  £23 M  £61 M  £146 M  £240 M

PL8 - BIGSupport - Service Delivery (280 BIGPoints per subsciber)  £3 M  £16.4 M  £51.6 M  £162 M  £428 M  £1.02 B  £1.68 B

PL9 - BIGCrowd Social Referral Commisions / Marketing (12.5%/100 BP's)  £924 K  £5.9 M  £18.4 M  £58 M  £153 M  £364 M  £600 M

PL10 - Cause Marketing & Promotions (7.5%/60 BP's per subscriber)  £554 K  £3.5 M  £11.1 M  £35 M  £92 M  £218 M  £360 M

PL11 - Marketing spend to position and accelerate network growth  £1.2 M  £1.8 M  £3.0 M  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £6.0 M

PL12 - Engineering / Payment Processing / Governance (10% of Subs)  £739 K  £4.7 M  £14.7 M  £46 M  £122 M  £291 M  £480 M

PL13 - Bonus / Added Staff Costs (On Total Revenue - With conditions)  £74 K  £940 K  £4.4 M  £18.5 M  £61 M  £146 M  £231 M

PL14 - Salaries (including core engineering team)  £1.7 M  £3.5 M  £7.2 M  £13.2 M  £22 M  £35 M  £82.4 M

PL15 - Employment Benefits / Taxes  £503 K  £1.0 M  £2.2 M  £4.0 M  £6.6 M  £10.4 M  £24.7 M

PL16 - IT / Offices / Miscellaneous / Event / Launch / Case Studies  £736 K  £1.1 M  £2.6 M  £4.5 M  £7.2 M  £10.8 M  £26.9 M

PL17 - Capital Investments  £0 K  £0 K  £5.0 M  £10.0 M  £10.0 M  £20.0 M  £45.0 M

PL3 - Sales  £7.4 M  £47.0 M  £147 M  £463 M  £1.22 B  £2.91 B  £4.80 B

PL18- Less Net Costs  £10.1 M  £46.0 M  £142 M  £421 M  £1.10 B  £2.55 B  £4.27 B

PL19- Equals Net Profit / Loss - £2.7 M  £1.0 M  £5 M  £42 M  £128 M  £361 M  £534 M

PL20 - Net Margin -36.7% 2.1% 3.5% 9.2% 10.4% 12.4% 11.1%

PL21 - Investment  £2.50 M  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £2.5 M

PL22 - VAT on Sales  £1.5 M  £9.4 M  £29 M  £93 M  £245 M  £583 M  £960 M

PL 23 - VAT on Costs  £846 K  £3.4 M  £10 M  £29 M  £75 M  £177 M  £295 M

PL 24 - VAT Adjustment  £81 K  £4.3 M  £14 M  £48 M  £136 M  £326 M  £528 M

PL25 - Cash  £339 K  £3.0 M  £13 M  £72 M  £233 M  £673 M

NB. The first full year shown is after a 10 month tech development and beta sales period - funded 
by the £500k final seed round. Full sales commence 4 months after the £2.5m A Round is raised. 
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PL1 - BIGCrowd Subscribers Added (Monthly Growth Rate %)

Subscriber acquisition is shown to start in month four of year one 
(12+ months after the £500k final seed round is raised (see page 
37), or 4 months after the £2.5m A Round. 

In practice, sales will commence as soon as the basic website 
and communications are completed. The goal is to sign up BETA 
subscribers at the earliest opportunity, to gain strong feedback so 
design and systems can be adjusted accordingly.

Prior to full launch it is important that the minimum viable product is 
resilient. Time scales shown are subject to technology build and are 
designed to be flexible. 

From a base of 25,000 beta subscribers targeted to be signed up 
in the first 12 months of operations, subscriber monthly growth starts 
at 33% per month for the remaining 8 months of launch year (yr 1 in 
the plan). The high start predicted is the result of several components 
of the plan:-

1. Marketing spend to kick start growth (PL11) is budgeted to 
supplement Cause Marketing and Subscriber referrals. 

2. The 8-12 month delay from launching the BIGGrand 
Challenges to granting awards to winners, thus creates an 
overlap from when subscriber revenue comes in prior to it 
needing to be paid out. Thus - support budgets in the ensuing 
period (PL6-8) are used to promote challenges - and thus the 
BIGCrowd subscription itself.  

3. The ‘Ownership for Performance’ Beta Subscriber Promotion 
- detailed on page 37 is designed to kick start sales from elite 
and motivated network marketers, selling quickly into their 
existing networks.  

4. The strategy of using strategic marketing relationships, and 
selling into the warm market of existing network marketing 
distributors, and other aligned partner networks can enable 
faster sales penetration. 

Net growth rate then reduces to 10% in years 2 - 4, then 7.5% 
for years 5 and 6. The drop off in monthly growth to 7.5% is not 
expected - but is included to be prudent. 

There are several factors built into the business plan that indicate the 
growth rates shown are not just achievable but are conservative. 
More detail can be found on some of them in the ‘Social Network 
Compensation Plan’ (page 16), however also include:

1. The powerful ‘do good do well’ motivation factor, allowing 
people to address things they care about. 

2. Tying earning to social sharing and basic engagement via the 
simple and strong compensation plan (especially suitable for 
existing network marketers and millennials).

3. Spillover (positioning of subscribers below other due to 
network design, and thus commissions which can be paid on 
business introduced from subscribers above or below).

4. Spillover from cause marketing (raises funds for partner 
foundations through direct subscriber allocation & match 
bonus) and thus also generates income for subscribers.

5. The low price point, simplicity of subscribing and compelling 
marketing videos. 

6. The ‘BIG Celebrity’ endorsement factor, making use of 
powerful ‘cause’ networks. 

7. The fact that by spending the rising support budget to promote 
and support Big Impact Game-changers (which becomes 
significant over time), at the same time, all activity will be 
simultaneously promoting the BIGCrowd itself (especially 
powerful).

8. Mobile friendly and exciting ‘word of mouth factor’ as a result 
of all of the above. 

PL2 - Total BIGCrowd Subscribers (Net)

The ‘Net’ subscriber number is after monthly churn rates, which are 
included in the growth rate percentage. All elements of the plan are 
calculated from this number. 

The conservative monthly growth rates used, show subscriber 
numbers growing to a net of 44m at the end of year six (profitability 
is achieved at 330k subscribers in month 15).

In the days before Facebook, Twitter and all manner of social media 
ventures around the world, this might have seen to be a tough 
growth rate to achieve.  However, as BIGCrowd and the underlying 
sharing and commission technology will be social network agnostic 
and complementary, it has all the elements that reduce friction in the 
system to make significant viral growth highly likely. 

At the heart of what BIGCrowd does, it incentivises individuals from 
around the world to create and engage in social interest networks 
that they pay to be part of. These networks (around a particular BIG 
- or issue) will operate alongside and be accelerated by all others. 
The motivation of subscribers is detailed on (page 26). 

Not even Facebook has monetised its social network with 
individuals paying, having generated its revenue through 
advertising. Linkedin, which generated revenues through selling 
subscriptions and recruitment services, sold in 2016 to Microsoft 
for $26 Billion, with $3 Billion in revenues roughly the same as 
BIGCrowd predicts in year 6. 

Monetising as per the plan will make BIGCrowd highly attractive 
to such organisations on the growth trajectory alone which should 
make fundraising to accelerate the network growth easier.
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PL3 - Sales (Total BIGCrowd Revenue = Subscription 
Price x Net Subscribers)

Total revenue is calculated by the Net Subscription price, x the Net 
Number of Subscribers (£8 x Net Subscriber No). 

£4.8 Billion is projected in total revenue, generated over 6 years, 
growing from £7.4 Million to £2.9 Billion over this time. 

NB. These are target projections that are believed possible. Plans 
includes a much lower growth version however for clarity they are 
not included in this target plan. 

PL4 - Total Active BIGSupport Awards

Total active BIG Support Awards shows the number of awards that 
are live. Meaning where the award has been granted or won and 
where support is being delivered. 

Though the support awards are shown to last 3 years (or above 
where a strong case for continuation can be made) all awards 
shown in the business plan are shown as ongoing. 

If Big Support Award winning organisations progress to become 
fully funded and sustainable, then their BIGSupport Award may be 
then used for a new award to support another worthy initiative. All 
awards will be subject to winners meeting ongoing governance and 
impact measurement standards. 

BIGCrowd may replace some of the awards with content or services 
that can add value to all members. 

Where awards and prizes are no longer needed due to the BIGs 
being sustainable and fully funded and the story being widely 
disseminated, all or part of the award may be discontinued and 
funds allocated to other of benefit to subscribers. 

PL5 - BIGSupport Awards Added (Monthly 
BIGSupport Cost)

BIG Support Awards added - is as it says, with one award for each 
25,000 subscribers.  

NB, the £100k per month prize is an average. In differing regions 
and subjects some challenges will require less and some more to 
deliver similar benefits. 

PL6 - BIG Support - Cash Grants and Prizes (80 
BIGPoints per subscriber)

The Cash Grants and Prizes number, of 10% of the subscription 
price, reflects the 80 BIG Points (£0.80) out of the total 400 BIG 
Points (£4) given over to provide the monthly BIG Support award. 

With 25,000 subscribers for the average BIGSupport award, this is 
the equivalent to £20k per month for the entirety of the award. 

While some might deem this figure to be low (only 20% of the total 
support budget), the goal is not to fund the BIG fully, but to use the 
full value of the BIGSupport award to help put in place sufficient 
funding to enable the winner to be sustainable and fully funded, 
whatever that may entail. 

This also will be supported by the BIGCrowd platform and the 
support it’s members provide directly. £20k a month, gives a ‘good 
faith’ contribution towards costs. 

PL7 - BIG Support - BIGExpert Due Diligence (40 
BIGPoints per subscriber)

£10k per BIG per month covers the BIGExpert due diligence 
budget to ensure that the ongoing activity of the Big Impact 
Game-changers we are supporting meets the standards of integrity 
required and also that they continue or progress to deliver targeted 
impacts. In cases of continued non compliance, BIG Support may 
be withdrawn. 

Impact measurement will be part of this budget and, along with 
basic governance, provision will be a hybrid of internally delivered 
and intelligently outsourced. 

The platform itself will give a method of providing on-going due 
diligence. Power users of the platform will gain expertise in areas 
that a particular BIG will operate within and can be paid for their 
virtual or live engagement on a fair and transparent basis. 

PL8 - BIGSupport - Service Delivery (280 BIGPoints 
per subscriber)

At £2.80 per subscriber per month (£70K, 35% of revenue, 
7million BIGPoints), the BIG Support delivery budget is the largest 
line item in the plan. See BIGSupport and BIGSupport provision 
assumptions for more detail (Pg 20 - 23).

Due to the time-scales when a BIGGrand Challenge is launched to 
when a BIGSupport award is granted, PL6, PL7 and PL8 all have a 
positive effect on cash-flow. 

PL9 - BIGCrowd Social Referral Commissions / 
Marketing  (12.5% of revenue)

Social Referral Commissions, as part of the Social Network 
Marketing structure of BIGCrowd, at 12.5% of the net subscription 
price, equates to 100 BIG Points, or £1.00. 

The £1.00 is divided and paid on multiple levels of the social 
network. Though modest, this structure is powerful and over the 
six year period, commissions paid to the network ecosystem for 
referring others, are expected to reach £600m. 
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It is important to note that individuals are subject to a £5k or £10k 
maximum payment cap for monthly earnings. 

The 5 wide 10 deep structure of the network means the theoretical 
maximum an individual can earn (without the cap and from basic 
commissions alone) would be £610k per month. 

Earnings for individuals that surpass the cap will be donated to (or 
Impact Invested into) BIGs addressing the Sustainable Development 
Goals and Geographic areas of interest they specify - or individual 
BIGs they dynamically choose. 

For anything up to their earnings cap, individuals can also specify 
if they prefer to take their earnings, donate them, or impact invest 
them as above.  

1 for 1. If they do chose to take commissions as earnings, the one 
requirement is that they volunteer 1 hour to a cause they choose - 
for each £1k earned on the platform. 

While the individuals behind Big Impact Game-changers may 
subscribe personally (they are able to earn whilst working on 
a game-changing project), BIG Impact Game-changers as 
organisations can be subscribers too. 

Those passing an approval process, will not be subject to an 
earnings cap (or the cap can be revised upwards depending on the 
nature of the Big Impact Game-changer). 

PL10 - Cause Marketing and Promotions

In addition to paying commissions for social sharing as detailed 
above, cause marketing spend is required to fulfil the promise of 
the plan. The cause marketing and promotion budget is 60 BIG 
Points per subscriber (£0.60) which equates to 7.5% - bringing 
target marketing costs to £1.60 (160 BIG Points) or a 20% of the 
subscription price. 

This budget will be spent to create suitable promotional and 
animated videos, to hold marketing events and on a variety of 
mainstream and digital / social marketing and PR activities.  

This budget grows alongside revenue and is projected to total circa 
£360m over the first 6 years, with the spend becoming material in 
years three and above.  

This budget will also fund incentives and prizes for subscribers to 
maximise performance, and events where subscribers can win 
packages to attend (or pay if they wish to attend anyway). 

The objective will be to help establish the culture of the business. 
The events will be where the Big Impact Game-changer awards are 
voted for in live finals (streamed) and where the awards are given. 
Over time they may be televised. 

One feature is that incoming business generated by BIGCrowd 
‘cause’ marketing is allocated to the 31 Foundation positions at the 
very top of the network just as if they had sponsored them directly. 

This can raise a great deal of money for important causes. Due to 
the powerful spillover effect, all qualifying subscribers below (those 
who watch, vote and share once a month) may receive commissions 
on this business if subscribers fall under their down-line network. 

PL11 - Marketing Spend to Position and Accelerate 
Network Growth

In order to build network growth rapidly so that the viral effects of 
social sharing kick in - it is important to have a level of fast start 
marketing. This will start from the final seed stage. 
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While PL10, the cause marketing and promotion budget builds to a 
reasonable level (in year 2, this is £3.5m and in year 3 the budget 
exceeds £11m), a budget of £1.2m is allocated in yr 1, £1.8m in 
yr 2, and £3m in yr 3, in order to position and accelerate network 
growth in advance. 

This budget will fund exciting gorilla marketing campaigns and 
deliver many educational events, outdoor promotions of many 
kinds, compelling video content, digital marketing and a great deal 
of Public Relations activity.

With the combined marketing spend likely to be significant and 
helped by the social purpose (promoting the global goals), the goal 
will be to put in place strategic relationships that give access  
to global marketing capability and scale. 

PL12 - Engineering / Payment Processing / 
Governance (10% of Subs)

The business plan includes salaries for a core engineering team of 
3 people, recruited in the first 3 months to work alongside the CTO. 
This number rises modestly over the first few years to 27 people.  

In addition, there is a budget for system integration and core 
software that will be required (Pg 37 and Pg 46). This team will be 
large enough to create the core platform and to iterate accordingly.

Much of what is required already exists. The skill is bringing it 
together intelligently. Some of the tech team have already been 
identified and the skill-set is ideal and a strong base to build from. 

However, predicting the long term engineering requirement of this 
business, where technology will play a central role and where 
growth and expansion into a multi language environment could 
present technical challenges, is a challenge itself. 

So the business plan also includes a 10% (80 BPs) budget to  
add to this core engineering capacity. 

This includes an allowance for payment processing / banking, 
which could be as high as 3% in the early days but, with volume, 
will decrease to circa 1.5% or less. 

With the conservative subscriber growth assumptions the total 
budget, hitting £4.7m as early as year 2, grows to £291m in year  
6 (£480m in 6 years). 

Alongside potential partnerships (which this budget can also fund), 
this should give sufficient headroom to create and maintain resilient 
systems for the long term. 

PL13 - Bonus / Added Staff Costs (on Total Revenue - 
with conditions)

Bonus/Added Staff will start at 1% of revenue (8 big points) in 
year 1, rising to 2%, 3%, 4% and 5% (40 bps) in years 2 - 5, then 
staying at this level indefinitely providing the business generates a 
net margin after bonus of at least 5%.  

The bonus is in addition to stock compensation, which may take 
several years to pay out following a liquidity event. 

In the event that this is the case, this provides a decent incentive to 
all personnel to accelerate network growth and success.

Bonus can be used for core employees and, at the discretion of 
management and the board, can be used to incentivise BIGSupport 
management (who operate at arms length to the main business) and 
also the engineering additions detailed in PL12. 

However, salary levels allocated in these areas enable sufficient 
room for both fixed and performance based pay. 

Where additional personnel are required for the business to 
deliver it’s objectives, but where they are not budgeted in existing 
projections, they will be paid for out of the Bonus allocation. 

This structure aims to incentivise management to run lean at the 
risk of diluting the bonus pool, though not too lean as a number of 
satisfaction and success KPIs will be linked to bonus payments. 

Bonus / added staff costs are predicted to grow from £75k  to 
£146m in year six, adding up to £231m over the period.

Carved out of the total Bonus / Staff cost, all shareholders 
(including the management/option allocation, founder, foundation 
etc), will be entitled to a perpetual bonus / royalty of 20% of the 
bonus pot (this equates to 8 Big Points per subscriber from year 5, 
or one percent of subscriber revenue). 

This royalty will continue in the event of any exit.  

Formulae for bonus calculation of the balance will be created in due 
course and will be based on a combination of merit and seniority, 
with the goal of giving all employees a BIG stake in success.  

PL14 - Salaries (Including Core Engineering Team)

Salaries in years 1 and 2 have been discounted from what the 
calibre of personnel we will be recruiting might expect in the 
marketplace. This salary discount is offset by the highly exciting 
environment and the upside of stock allocation, bonus and benefits, 
which collectively can be significant over time. 

Recruiting those who are motivated by the mission, however, is 
paramount to achieving success and priority will be given to those 
who are so aligned and also meet the ‘No Arseholes’ absolute rule. 

Salaries can be examined in more detail on pages 47 - 49,  
however start at £1.7m in year 1 when an average of 34 people 
earn £49k, and rise to £35m by the end of year 6 when 317 earn 
an average of £110k, adding up to £82m over the period. 

As previously detailed, salaries for the core business exclude 
additional engineering PL12, or BIGSupport personnel dealt with  
at PL7 and PL8, or those allowed for in PL13. 
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At the time of writing, Snapchat is 6 years old. It has $400m 

of revenues and circa $500m of losses, and 150m users.

The value it is likely to achieve is $25 Billion raising at least 

$3 Billion in new money - highlighting the conservative 

nature of the BIGCrowd value projections detailed. 

Profit and Loss Assumption Narrative

PL15 - Employment Benefits / Taxes

Employment benefits and taxes are included in the plan at 30%. 
British Employment taxes currently mean that this budget allows  
for 6 - 12% to be spent on benefits. 

In practice the benefit and tax number might be higher in some 
jurisdictions and lower in others, and so this number will be  
adjusted as activities commence with the resources to deliver  
a more accurate forecast in line with growth plans. 

The £24.7m (30% of £82.4m) over the first six years is deemed a 
strong start point and any adjustments are not likely to be material. 

Or bonus allocation can make up any material differences. 

PL16 - IT / Offices / Miscellaneous / Event / Launch 
/ Case Studies

Detailed self explanatory budgets can be found on page 46.  

PL17 - Investment  
 
The business includes budgets in years 3 - 6 of £45m, to be spent to 
cover the cost of strategic acquisitions.  
 
These will include exit payments made on performance to marketing 
and technology businesses deemed necessary to build up the 
strength of the business.

PL18 - Net Costs  
 
As can be seen from the largely variable costs shown at PL6 - PL17, 
total net costs include a reasonable cushion. 

Not all budgets will be spent in their entirety,  and costs will be 
pared back where possible. 

With Key Performance Indicators to ensure mission and financial 
performance alignment and blended target impacts - costs will be 
managed closely to ensure optimum performance of the business, 
and enable optimum scalability. 

A fair and healthy margin, managed by controlling costs and 
driving sales, generates higher value and thus higher impact.

PL19, PL20 - Net Profit / Loss / Net Margin

Net loss in year 1 of £2.7m is in part due to investment in sales, 
marketing and systems to create a platform to achieve growth. 

Break even is achieved in month 15 on 330k subscribers - and 
though not prudent, could be achieved on circa 100k subscribers, 
with lower marketing and other costs as detailed above. 

£128m net profit in yr 5, and £361m in yr 6 with a conservative 
after tax PE (Price/Earnings) ratio of 20, would value the business 
at £1.8 Billion at the end of Yr 5, or £5 Billion at the end of Yr 6. 

The growth and profit potential of BIGCrowd, with current social 
network valuations, would enable these values to be brought 
forward considerably.

PL21 - Investment

£2.5m is shown to be raised in month 1. This excludes the final seed 
investment of £500k to allow structuring and platform development 
over the previous 10 months.

On top of the £500k final seed, £2.5m is sufficient to get the 
business to profitability over15 months. 

Though not needed, further rounds may be raised to ensure system 
resilience and to accelerate growth (page 30 and 31).

PL22, PL23, PL24 - VAT

VAT on applicable line items @ 20% is added to costs and is 
calculated at 50% of PL8, 100% of PL10 and PL11, 50% of PL12, 
15% of PL15 and 100% of PL16. 

VAT is charged on all sales, and a VAT adjustment (reclaim or 
payment) is shown every 3 months as per typical UK practice. 

The business will be fully compliant with overseas tax regimes and 
so advice will be taken on how to be and stay compliant. 

PL25 - Cash

Cash projections conservatively show all costs, including BIG 
Support awards to be paid immediately. This gives a level of 
flexibility over cash requirements.  Revenue is shown to be 
received when booked. 

The low point of £29k is shown in month 13, and the high point of 
£673m is shown in month 72. 

This includes the £45m of capital expenditure shown in PL17 but 
excludes any dividend payments or additional capital expenditures. 
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Years 1-3 Profit and Loss Assumptions

BIGCrowd - Target Assumptions Year 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total Yr 1

PL1 - BIGCrowd Subscribers Added (Monthly Growth Rate) 33%  0 K  0 K  0 K  25 K  8 K  11 K  15 K  20 K  26 K  35 K  47 K  62 K  250 K
PL2 - Total BIGCrowd Subscribers - (Net)  0 K  0 K  0 K  25 K  33 K  44 K  59 K  79 K  105 K  140 K  187 K  250 K  250 K
PL3 - Sales (Total BIGCrowd Revenue = Subscription Price x Net Subscribers) £8.0  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £200 K  £267 K  £356 K  £474 K  £632 K  £843 K  £1.1 M  £1.5 M  £2.0 M  £7.4 M

PL4 - Total active BIGSupport Awards -             -             -             1.00           1.33           1.78           2.37           3.16           4.21           5.62           7.49           9.99           10                   
PL5 - BIGSupport Awards Added (Monthly BIGSupport Cost)  £100 K -             -             -             1                 0.3              0.4              0.6              0.8              1.1              1.4              1.9              2.5              10.0               
Costs
PL6 - BIG Support - Cash Grants and Prizes (80 BIGPoints per subsciber) 10.00%  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £20 K  £27 K  £36 K  £47 K  £63 K  £84 K  £112 K  £150 K  £200 K  £739 K
PL7 - BIG Support - BIGExpert Due Dilligence (40 BIGPoints per subsciber) 5.00%  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £10 K  £13 K  £18 K  £24 K  £32 K  £42 K  £56 K  £75 K  £100 K  £370 K
PL8 - BIGSupport - Service Delivery (280 BIGPoints per subsciber) 35.00%  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £70 K  £93 K  £124 K  £166 K  £221 K  £295 K  £393 K  £524 K  £699 K  £2.6 M
PL9 - BIGCrowd Social Referral Commisions / Marketing (12.5%/100 BP's) 12.50%  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £25 K  £33 K  £44 K  £59 K  £79 K  £105 K  £140 K  £187 K  £250 K  £924 K
PL10 - Cause Marketing & Promotions (7.5%/60 BP's per subscriber) 7.50%  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £15 K  £20 K  £27 K  £36 K  £47 K  £63 K  £84 K  £112 K  £150 K  £554 K
PL11 - Marketing spend to position and accelerate network growth  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £1.2 M
PL12 - Engineering / Payment Processing / Governance (10% of Subs) 10%  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £20 K  £27 K  £36 K  £47 K  £63 K  £84 K  £112 K  £150 K  £200 K  £739 K
PL13 - Bonus / Added Staff Costs (On Total Revenue - With conditions) 1%  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £2 K  £3 K  £4 K  £5 K  £6 K  £8 K  £11 K  £15 K  £20 K  £74 K
PL14 - Salaries (including core engineering team)  £81 K  £99 K  £120 K  £123 K  £135 K  £152 K  £154 K  £154 K  £162 K  £164 K  £164 K  £169 K  £1.7 M
PL15 - Employment Benefits / Taxes 30%  £24 K  £30 K  £36 K  £37 K  £41 K  £46 K  £46 K  £46 K  £48 K  £49 K  £49 K  £51 K  £503 K
PL16 - IT / Offices / Miscellaneous / Event / Launch / Case Studies  £172 K  £51 K  £51 K  £45 K  £54 K  £54 K  £53 K  £48 K  £54 K  £52 K  £50 K  £53 K  £736 K
PL17 - Capital Investments  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K
PL3 - Sales  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £200 K  £267 K  £356 K  £474 K  £632 K  £843 K  £1.1 M  £1.5 M  £2.0 M  £7.4 M
PL18- Less Net Costs  £377 K  £280 K  £307 K  £467 K  £546 K  £639 K  £737 K  £860 K  £1.0 M  £1.3 M  £1.6 M  £2.0 M  £10.1 M
PL19- Equals Net Profit / Loss - £.4 M - £280 K - £307 K - £267 K - £279 K - £284 K - £263 K - £228 K - £204 K - £152 K - £78 K  £7 K - £2.7 M
PL20 - Net Margin 0% 0% 0% -133% -105% -80% -55% -36% -24% -14% -5% 0% -37%
PL21 - Investment  £2.50 M  £2.5 M
PL22 - VAT on Sales 20%  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £40 K  £53 K  £71 K  £95 K  £126 K  £169 K  £225 K  £300 K  £400 K  £1.5 M
PL 23 - VAT on Costs 20%  £55 K  £31 K  £31 K  £42 K  £48 K  £53 K  £60 K  £69 K  £83 K  £99 K  £121 K  £152 K  £846 K
PL 24 - VAT Adjustment - £118 K  £21 K  £178 K  £81 K
PL25 - Cash  £2.07 M  £1.8 M  £1.4 M  £1.3 M  £992 K  £726 K  £477 K  £306 K  £188 K - £16 K  £84 K  £339 K  £339 K

BIGCrowd - Target Assumptions Year 2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Total Yr 2

PL1 - BIGCrowd Subscribers Added (Monthly Growth Rate) 10%  25 K  27 K  30 K  33 K  37 K  40 K  44 K  49 K  54 K  59 K  65 K  71 K  534 K
PL2 - Total BIGCrowd Subscribers - (Net)  275 K  302 K  332 K  366 K  402 K  442 K  487 K  535 K  589 K  648 K  712 K  784 K  784 K
PL3 - Sales (Total BIGCrowd Revenue = Subscription Price x Net Subscribers)  £2.2 M  £2.4 M  £2.7 M  £2.9 M  £3.2 M  £3.5 M  £3.9 M  £4.3 M  £4.7 M  £5.2 M  £5.7 M  £6.3 M  £47 M

PL4 - Total active BIGSupport Awards 10.99         12.09         13.29         14.62         16.09         17.70         19.47         21.41         23.55         25.91         28.50         31.35         31                   
PL5 - BIGSupport Awards Added (Monthly BIGSupport Cost)  £100 K 1.0              1.1              1.2              1.3              1.5              1.6              1.8              1.9              2.1              2.4              2.6              2.8              21                   

PL6 - BIG Support - Cash Grants and Prizes (80 BIGPoints per subsciber) 10.00%  £220 K  £242 K  £266 K  £292 K  £322 K  £354 K  £389 K  £428 K  £471 K  £518 K  £570 K  £627 K  £4.7 M
PL7 - BIG Support - BIGExpert Due Dilligence (40 BIGPoints per subsciber) 5.00%  £110 K  £121 K  £133 K  £146 K  £161 K  £177 K  £195 K  £214 K  £236 K  £259 K  £285 K  £313 K  £2.3 M
PL8 - BIGSupport - Service Delivery (280 BIGPoints per subsciber) 35.00%  £769 K  £846 K  £931 K  £1.0 M  £1.1 M  £1.2 M  £1.4 M  £1.5 M  £1.6 M  £1.8 M  £2.0 M  £2.2 M  £16.4 M
PL9 - BIGCrowd Social Referral Commisions / Marketing (12.5%/100 BP's) 12.50%  £275 K  £302 K  £332 K  £366 K  £402 K  £442 K  £487 K  £535 K  £589 K  £648 K  £712 K  £784 K  £5.9 M
PL10 - Cause Marketing & Promotions (7.5%/60 BP's per subscriber) 7.50%  £165 K  £181 K  £199 K  £219 K  £241 K  £265 K  £292 K  £321 K  £353 K  £389 K  £427 K  £470 K  £3.5 M
PL11 - Marketing spend to position and accelerate network growth  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £100 K  £200 K  £200 K  £200 K  £200 K  £200 K  £200 K  £1.8 M
PL12 - Engineering / Payment Processing / Governance (10% of Subs) 10%  £220 K  £242 K  £266 K  £292 K  £322 K  £354 K  £389 K  £428 K  £471 K  £518 K  £570 K  £627 K  £4.7 M
PL13 - Bonus / Added Staff Costs (On Total Revenue - With conditions) 2%  £44 K  £48 K  £53 K  £58 K  £64 K  £71 K  £78 K  £86 K  £94 K  £104 K  £114 K  £125 K  £940 K
PL14 - Salaries (including core engineering team)  £215 K  £221 K  £227 K  £230 K  £253 K  £256 K  £324 K  £324 K  £345 K  £352 K  £367 K  £367 K  £3.5 M
PL15 - Employment Benefits / Taxes 30%  £65 K  £66 K  £68 K  £69 K  £76 K  £77 K  £97 K  £97 K  £103 K  £106 K  £110 K  £110 K  £1.0 M
PL16 - IT / Offices / Miscellaneous  £99 K  £80 K  £82 K  £80 K  £89 K  £85 K  £111 K  £92 K  £102 K  £100 K  £103 K  £101 K  £1.1 M
PL17 - Capital Investments  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K
PL3 - Sales  £2.2 M  £2.4 M  £2.7 M  £2.9 M  £3.2 M  £3.5 M  £3.9 M  £4.3 M  £4.7 M  £5.2 M  £5.7 M  £6.3 M  £47 M
PL18- Less Net Costs  £2.3 M  £2.4 M  £2.7 M  £2.9 M  £3.2 M  £3.4 M  £3.9 M  £4.2 M  £4.6 M  £5.0 M  £5.5 M  £5.9 M  £46 M
PL19- Equals Net Profit / Loss - £83 K - £32 K  £2 K  £48 K  £61 K  £119 K - £32 K  £57 K  £98 K  £174 K  £246 K  £351 K  £1 M
PL20 - Net Margin -4% -1% 0% 2% 2% 3% -1% 1% 2% 3% 4% 6%  £0 K
PL21 - Investment  £0 K
PL22 - VAT on Sales  £440 K  £483 K  £532 K  £585 K  £643 K  £708 K  £779 K  £856 K  £942 K  £1.0 M  £1.1 M  £1.3 M  £9 M
PL 23 - VAT on Costs  £173 K  £183 K  £198 K  £214 K  £233 K  £252 K  £299 K  £318 K  £346 K  £374 K  £406 K  £440 K  £3 M
PL 24 - VAT Adjustment  £551 K  £900 K  £1.2 M  £1.6 M  £4 M
PL25 - Cash - £29 K  £239 K  £575 K  £95 K  £566 K  £1.1 M  £351 K  £947 K  £1.6 M  £863 K  £1.8 M  £3.0 M  £3 M

BIGCrowd - Target Assumptions Year 3 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 Total Yr 3

PL1 - BIGCrowd Subscribers Added (Monthly Growth Rate) 10%  78 K  86 K  95 K  104 K  115 K  126 K  139 K  153 K  168 K  185 K  203 K  224 K  1.7 M
PL2 - Total BIGCrowd Subscribers - (Net)  862 K  948 K  1.0 M  1.1 M  1.3 M  1.4 M  1.5 M  1.7 M  1.8 M  2.0 M  2.2 M  2.5 M  2.5 M
PL3 - Sales (Total BIGCrowd Revenue = Subscription Price x Net Subscribers)  £6.9 M  £7.6 M  £8.3 M  £9.2 M  £10.1 M  £11.1 M  £12.2 M  £13.4 M  £14.8 M  £16.3 M  £17.9 M  £19.7 M  £147 M

PL4 - Total active BIGSupport Awards 34.48         37.93         41.73         45.90         50.49         55.54         61.09         67.20         73.92         81.31         89.44         98.39         98                   
PL5 - BIGSupport Awards Added (Monthly BIGSupport Cost)  £100 K 3.1              3.4              3.8              4.2              4.6              5.0              5.6              6.1              6.7              7.4              8.1              8.9              67                   

PL6 - BIG Support - Cash Grants and Prizes (80 BIGPoints per subsciber) 10.00%  £690 K  £759 K  £835 K  £918 K  £1.0 M  £1.1 M  £1.2 M  £1.3 M  £1.5 M  £1.6 M  £1.8 M  £2.0 M  £15 M
PL7 - BIG Support - BIGExpert Due Dilligence (40 BIGPoints per subsciber) 5.00%  £345 K  £379 K  £417 K  £459 K  £505 K  £555 K  £611 K  £672 K  £739 K  £813 K  £894 K  £984 K  £7 M
PL8 - BIGSupport - Service Delivery (280 BIGPoints per subsciber) 35.00%  £2.4 M  £2.7 M  £2.9 M  £3.2 M  £3.5 M  £3.9 M  £4.3 M  £4.7 M  £5.2 M  £5.7 M  £6.3 M  £6.9 M  £52 M
PL9 - BIGCrowd Social Referral Commisions / Marketing (12.5%/100 BP's) 12.50%  £862 K  £948 K  £1.0 M  £1.1 M  £1.3 M  £1.4 M  £1.5 M  £1.7 M  £1.8 M  £2.0 M  £2.2 M  £2.5 M  £18 M
PL10 - Cause Marketing & Promotions (7.5%/60 BP's per subscriber) 7.50%  £517 K  £569 K  £626 K  £688 K  £757 K  £833 K  £916 K  £1.0 M  £1.1 M  £1.2 M  £1.3 M  £1.5 M  £11 M
PL11 - Marketing spend to position and accelerate network growth  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £250 K  £3 M
PL12 - Engineering / Payment Processing / Governance (10% of Subs) 10%  £690 K  £759 K  £835 K  £918 K  £1.0 M  £1.1 M  £1.2 M  £1.3 M  £1.5 M  £1.6 M  £1.8 M  £2.0 M  £15 M
PL13 - Bonus / Added Staff Costs (On Total Revenue - With conditions) 3%  £207 K  £228 K  £250 K  £275 K  £303 K  £333 K  £367 K  £403 K  £444 K  £488 K  £537 K  £590 K  £4 M
PL14 - Salaries (including core engineering team)  £522 K  £522 K  £539 K  £537 K  £547 K  £586 K  £643 K  £634 K  £651 K  £651 K  £688 K  £696 K  £7 M
PL15 - Employment Benefits / Taxes 30%  £157 K  £157 K  £162 K  £161 K  £164 K  £176 K  £193 K  £190 K  £195 K  £195 K  £206 K  £209 K  £2 M
PL16 - IT / Offices / Miscellaneous  £230 K  £192 K  £200 K  £189 K  £203 K  £207 K  £253 K  £208 K  £223 K  £216 K  £229 K  £222 K  £3 M
PL17 - Capital Investments  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £5.00 M  £5 M
PL3 - Sales  £6.9 M  £7.6 M  £8.3 M  £9.2 M  £10.1 M  £11.1 M  £12.2 M  £13.4 M  £14.8 M  £16.3 M  £17.9 M  £19.7 M  £147 M
PL18- Less Net Costs  £6.9 M  £7.4 M  £8.1 M  £8.8 M  £9.5 M  £10.4 M  £11.5 M  £12.4 M  £13.6 M  £14.8 M  £16.2 M  £22.7 M  £142 M
PL19- Equals Net Profit / Loss  £13 K  £169 K  £267 K  £423 K  £553 K  £669 K  £738 K  £1.0 M  £1.2 M  £1.5 M  £1.7 M - £3,031 K  £5 M
PL20 - Net Margin 0% 2% 3% 5% 5% 6% 6% 7% 8% 9% 9% -15%  £0 K
PL21 - Investment  £0 K
PL22 - VAT on Sales  £1.4 M  £1.5 M  £1.7 M  £1.8 M  £2.0 M  £2.2 M  £2.4 M  £2.7 M  £3.0 M  £3.3 M  £3.6 M  £3.9 M  £29 M
PL 23 - VAT on Costs  £515 K  £548 K  £596 K  £643 K  £701 K  £763 K  £839 K  £904 K  £987 K  £1.1 M  £1.2 M  £1.3 M  £10 M
PL 24 - VAT Adjustment  £2.2 M  £2.9 M  £4.0 M  £5.4 M  £14 M
PL25 - Cash  £1.7 M  £2.8 M  £4.2 M  £2.9 M  £4.7 M  £6.9 M  £5.2 M  £8.0 M  £11.2 M  £9.5 M  £13.5 M  £13.2 M  £13 M
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BIGCrowdYears 4-6 Profit and Loss Assumptions

BIGCrowd - Target Assumptions Year 4 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 Total Yr 4

PL1 - BIGCrowd Subscribers Added (Monthly Growth Rate) 10%  246 K  271 K  298 K  327 K  360 K  396 K  436 K  479 K  527 K  580 K  638 K  702 K  5.3 M
PL2 - Total BIGCrowd Subscribers - (Net)  2.7 M  3.0 M  3.3 M  3.6 M  4.0 M  4.4 M  4.8 M  5.3 M  5.8 M  6.4 M  7.0 M  7.7 M  7.7 M
PL3 - Sales (Total BIGCrowd Revenue = Subscription Price x Net Subscribers)  £21.6 M  £23.8 M  £26.2 M  £28.8 M  £31.7 M  £34.9 M  £38.3 M  £42.2 M  £46.4 M  £51.0 M  £56.1 M  £61.8 M  £463 M

PL4 - Total active BIGSupport Awards 108.22      119.05      130.95      144.05      158.45      174.30      191.73      210.90      231.99      255.19      280.71      308.78       £0 K
PL5 - BIGSupport Awards Added (Monthly BIGSupport Cost)  £100 K 9.8              10.8           11.9           13.1           14.4           15.8           17.4           19.2           21.1           23.2           25.5           28.1            £0 K

PL6 - BIG Support - Cash Grants and Prizes (80 BIGPoints per subsciber) 10.00%  £2.2 M  £2.4 M  £2.6 M  £2.9 M  £3.2 M  £3.5 M  £3.8 M  £4.2 M  £4.6 M  £5.1 M  £5.6 M  £6.2 M  £46 M
PL7 - BIG Support - BIGExpert Due Dilligence (40 BIGPoints per subsciber) 5.00%  £1.1 M  £1.2 M  £1.3 M  £1.4 M  £1.6 M  £1.7 M  £1.9 M  £2.1 M  £2.3 M  £2.6 M  £2.8 M  £3.1 M  £23 M
PL8 - BIGSupport - Service Delivery (280 BIGPoints per subsciber) 35.00%  £7.6 M  £8.3 M  £9.2 M  £10.1 M  £11.1 M  £12.2 M  £13.4 M  £14.8 M  £16.2 M  £17.9 M  £19.6 M  £21.6 M  £162 M
PL9 - BIGCrowd Social Referral Commisions / Marketing (12.5%/100 BP's) 12.50%  £3 M  £3 M  £3 M  £4 M  £4 M  £4 M  £5 M  £5 M  £6 M  £6 M  £7 M  £8 M  £58 M
PL10 - Cause Marketing & Promotions (7.5%/60 BP's per subscriber) 7.50%  £1.6 M  £1.8 M  £2.0 M  £2.2 M  £2.4 M  £2.6 M  £2.9 M  £3.2 M  £3.5 M  £3.8 M  £4.2 M  £4.6 M  £35 M
PL11 - Marketing spend to position and accelerate network growth  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K
PL12 - Engineering / Payment Processing / Governance (10% of Subs) 10%  £2 M  £2 M  £3 M  £3 M  £3 M  £3 M  £4 M  £4 M  £5 M  £5 M  £6 M  £6 M  £46 M
PL13 - Bonus / Added Staff Costs (On Total Revenue - With conditions) 4%  £866 K  £952 K  £1 M  £1 M  £1 M  £1 M  £2 M  £2 M  £2 M  £2 M  £2 M  £2 M  £19 M
PL14 - Salaries (including core engineering team)  £929 K  £929 K  £958 K  £996 K  £1.1 M  £1.1 M  £1.1 M  £1.2 M  £1.2 M  £1.2 M  £1.3 M  £1.3 M  £13 M
PL15 - Employment Benefits / Taxes 30%  £279 K  £279 K  £288 K  £299 K  £317 K  £319 K  £344 K  £347 K  £366 K  £375 K  £378 K  £383 K  £4 M
PL16 - IT / Offices / Miscellaneous  £393 K  £327 K  £344 K  £341 K  £367 K  £360 K  £421 K  £361 K  £402 K  £387 K  £394 K  £388.5 K  £4 M
PL17 - Capital Investments  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £10.0 M  £10 M
PL3 - Sales  £22 M  £24 M  £26 M  £29 M  £32 M  £35 M  £38 M  £42 M  £46 M  £51 M  £56 M  £62 M  £463 M
PL18- Less Net Costs  £20 M  £22 M  £24 M  £26 M  £28 M  £31 M  £34 M  £37 M  £41 M  £45 M  £49 M  £64 M  £421 M
PL19- Equals Net Profit / Loss  £2 M  £2 M  £3 M  £3 M  £3 M  £4 M  £4 M  £5 M  £5 M  £6 M  £7 M - £2.2 M  £42 M
PL20 - Net Margin 9% 10% 10% 10% 11% 11% 11% 12% 12% 12% 12% -4%  £0 K
PL21 - Investment  £0 K
PL22 - VAT on Sales  £4.3 M  £4.8 M  £5.2 M  £5.8 M  £6.3 M  £7.0 M  £7.7 M  £8.4 M  £9.3 M  £10.2 M  £11.2 M  £12.4 M  £93 M
PL 23 - VAT on Costs  £1.4 M  £1.5 M  £1.6 M  £1.8 M  £2.0 M  £2.2 M  £2.4 M  £2.6 M  £2.9 M  £3.2 M  £3.5 M  £3.8 M  £29 M
PL 24 - VAT Adjustment  £7.2 M  £9.8 M  £13.1 M  £17.5 M  £48 M
PL25 - Cash  £10.7 M  £16.3 M  £22.4 M  £19.6 M  £27.3 M  £35.9 M  £32.3 M  £43.0 M  £54.8 M  £50.5 M  £65.3 M  £71.7 M  £72 M

BIGCrowd - Target Assumptions Year 5 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 Total Yr 5

PL1 - BIGCrowd Subscribers Added (Monthly Growth Rate) 8%  579 K  622 K  669 K  719 K  773 K  831 K  894 K  961 K  1.0 M  1.1 M  1.2 M  1.3 M  £11 M
PL2 - Total BIGCrowd Subscribers - (Net)  8 M  9 M  10 M  10 M  11 M  12 M  13 M  14 M  15 M  16 M  17 M  18 M  £18 M
PL3 - Sales (Total BIGCrowd Revenue = Subscription Price x Net Subscribers)  £66 M  £71 M  £77 M  £82 M  £89 M  £95 M  £102 M  £110 M  £118 M  £127 M  £137 M  £147 M  £1.22 B

PL4 - Total active BIGSupport Awards 331.94      356.83      383.59      412.36      443.29      476.54      512.28      550.70      592.00      636.40      684.13      735.44      735                
PL5 - BIGSupport Awards Added (Monthly BIGSupport Cost)  £100 K 23.2           24.9           26.8           28.8           30.9           33.2           35.7           38.4           41.3           44.4           47.7           51.3           427                

PL6 - BIG Support - Cash Grants and Prizes (80 BIGPoints per subsciber) 10.00%  £6.6 M  £7.1 M  £7.7 M  £8.2 M  £8.9 M  £9.5 M  £10.2 M  £11.0 M  £11.8 M  £12.7 M  £13.7 M  £14.7 M  £122 M
PL7 - BIG Support - BIGExpert Due Dilligence (40 BIGPoints per subsciber) 5.00%  £3.3 M  £3.6 M  £3.8 M  £4.1 M  £4.4 M  £4.8 M  £5.1 M  £5.5 M  £5.9 M  £6.4 M  £6.8 M  £7.4 M  £61 M
PL8 - BIGSupport - Service Delivery (280 BIGPoints per subsciber) 35.00%  £23.2 M  £25.0 M  £26.9 M  £28.9 M  £31.0 M  £33.4 M  £35.9 M  £38.5 M  £41.4 M  £44.5 M  £47.9 M  £51.5 M  £428 M
PL9 - BIGCrowd Social Referral Commisions / Marketing (12.5%/100 BP's) 12.50%  £8 M  £9 M  £10 M  £10 M  £11 M  £12 M  £13 M  £14 M  £15 M  £16 M  £17 M  £18 M  £153 M
PL10 - Cause Marketing & Promotions (7.5%/60 BP's per subscriber) 7.50%  £5.0 M  £5.4 M  £5.8 M  £6.2 M  £6.6 M  £7.1 M  £7.7 M  £8.3 M  £8.9 M  £9.5 M  £10.3 M  £11.0 M  £92 M
PL11 - Marketing spend to position and accelerate network growth  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K
PL12 - Engineering / Payment Processing / Governance (10% of Subs) 10%  £7 M  £7 M  £8 M  £8 M  £9 M  £10 M  £10 M  £11 M  £12 M  £13 M  £14 M  £15 M  £122 M
PL13 - Bonus / Added Staff Costs (On Total Revenue - With conditions) 5%  £3 M  £4 M  £4 M  £4 M  £4 M  £5 M  £5 M  £6 M  £6 M  £6 M  £7 M  £7 M  £61 M
PL14 - Salaries (including core engineering team)  £1.7 M  £1.7 M  £1.7 M  £1.7 M  £1.7 M  £1.8 M  £1.8 M  £1.9 M  £2.0 M  £2.0 M  £2.0 M  £2.1 M  £22 M
PL15 - Employment Benefits / Taxes 30%  £496 K  £503 K  £506 K  £509 K  £516 K  £525 K  £554 K  £573 K  £591 K  £603 K  £606 K  £624 K  £7 M
PL16 - IT / Offices / Miscellaneous  £660 K  £541 K  £557 K  £549 K  £581 K  £575 K  £661 K  £590 K  £638 K  £615 K  £621 K  £632.1 K  £7 M
PL17 - Capital Investments  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £10 M  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £10.0 M  £20 M
PL3 - Sales  £66 M  £71 M  £77 M  £82 M  £89 M  £95 M  £102 M  £110 M  £118 M  £127 M  £137 M  £147 M  £1,223 M
PL18- Less Net Costs  £59 M  £63 M  £68 M  £73 M  £78 M  £94 M  £90 M  £97 M  £104 M  £111 M  £120 M  £138 M  £1,095 M
PL19- Equals Net Profit / Loss  £7 M  £8 M  £9 M  £10 M  £10 M  £1 M  £12 M  £13 M  £15 M  £16 M  £17 M  £8.7 M  £128 M
PL20 - Net Margin 11% 11% 11% 12% 12% 2% 12% 12% 12% 12% 13% 6%  £0 K
PL21 - Investment  £0 K
PL22 - VAT on Sales  £13 M  £14 M  £15 M  £16 M  £18 M  £19 M  £20 M  £22 M  £24 M  £25 M  £27 M  £29 M  £245 M
PL 23 - VAT on Costs  £4.1 M  £4.4 M  £4.7 M  £5.1 M  £5.5 M  £5.8 M  £6.3 M  £6.7 M  £7.2 M  £7.8 M  £8.4 M  £9.0 M  £75 M
PL 24 - VAT Adjustment  £23.4 M  £29.6 M  £36.9 M  £45.9 M  £136 M
PL25 - Cash  £64.6 M  £82.4 M  £101.8 M  £93.2 M  £116.0 M  £130.6 M  £120.2 M  £149.0 M  £179.9 M  £167.6 M  £203.9 M  £233.0 M  £233 M

BIGCrowd - Target Assumptions Year 6 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 Total Yr 6

PL1 - BIGCrowd Subscribers Added (Monthly Growth Rate) 8%  1.4 M  1.5 M  1.6 M  1.7 M  1.8 M  2.0 M  2.1 M  2.3 M  2.5 M  2.6 M  2.8 M  3.1 M  £25 M
PL2 - Total BIGCrowd Subscribers - (Net)  20 M  21 M  23 M  25 M  26 M  28 M  31 M  33 M  35 M  38 M  41 M  44 M  £44 M
PL3 - Sales (Total BIGCrowd Revenue = Subscription Price x Net Subscribers) £8.0  £158 M  £170 M  £183 M  £196 M  £211 M  £227 M  £244 M  £262 M  £282 M  £303 M  £326 M  £350 M  £2.91 B

PL4 - Total active BIGSupport Awards 790.60      849.89      913.64      982.16      1,055.82   1,135.01   1,220.13   1,311.64   1,410.02   1,515.77   1,629.45   1,751.66   1,752             
PL5 - BIGSupport Awards Added (Monthly BIGSupport Cost)  £100 K 55.2           59.3           63.7           68.5           73.7           79.2           85.1           91.5           98.4           105.8         113.7         122.2         1,016             

PL6 - BIG Support - Cash Grants and Prizes (80 BIGPoints per subsciber) 10.00%  £15.8 M  £17.0 M  £18.3 M  £19.6 M  £21.1 M  £22.7 M  £24.4 M  £26.2 M  £28.2 M  £30.3 M  £32.6 M  £35.0 M  £291 M
PL7 - BIG Support - BIGExpert Due Dilligence (40 BIGPoints per subsciber) 5.00%  £7.9 M  £8.5 M  £9.1 M  £9.8 M  £10.6 M  £11.4 M  £12.2 M  £13.1 M  £14.1 M  £15.2 M  £16.3 M  £17.5 M  £146 M
PL8 - BIGSupport - Service Delivery (280 BIGPoints per subsciber) 35.00%  £55.3 M  £59.5 M  £64.0 M  £68.8 M  £73.9 M  £79.5 M  £85.4 M  £91.8 M  £98.7 M  £106.1 M  £114.1 M  £122.6 M  £1.02 B
PL9 - BIGCrowd Social Referral Commisions / Marketing (12.5%/100 BP's) 12.50%  £20 M  £21 M  £23 M  £25 M  £26 M  £28 M  £31 M  £33 M  £35 M  £38 M  £41 M  £44 M  £364 M
PL10 - Cause Marketing & Promotions (7.5%/60 BP's per subscriber) 7.50%  £11.9 M  £12.7 M  £13.7 M  £14.7 M  £15.8 M  £17.0 M  £18.3 M  £19.7 M  £21.2 M  £22.7 M  £24.4 M  £26.3 M  £218 M
PL11 - Marketing spend to position and accelerate network growth  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0.0 K
PL12 - Engineering / Payment Processing / Governance (10% of Subs) 10%  £16 M  £17 M  £18 M  £20 M  £21 M  £23 M  £24 M  £26 M  £28 M  £30 M  £33 M  £35 M  £291 M
PL13 - Bonus / Added Staff Costs (On Total Revenue - With conditions) 5%  £8 M  £8 M  £9 M  £10 M  £11 M  £11 M  £12 M  £13 M  £14 M  £15 M  £16 M  £18 M  £146 M
PL14 - Salaries (including core engineering team)  £2.5 M  £2.6 M  £2.7 M  £2.7 M  £2.8 M  £2.8 M  £3.0 M  £3.0 M  £3.1 M  £3.1 M  £3.2 M  £3.2 M  £35 M
PL15 - Employment Benefits / Taxes  £0 K  £745 K  £773 K  £797 K  £815 K  £836 K  £851 K  £898 K  £908 K  £934 K  £942 K  £959 K  £962 K  £10 M
PL16 - IT / Offices / Miscellaneous  £948 K  £821 K  £842 K  £836 K  £880 K  £871 K  £986 K  £886 K  £952 K  £921 K  £937 K  £932.7 K  £11 M
PL17 - Capital Investments  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £10.0 M  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £0 K  £10.0 M  £20 M
PL3 - Sales  £158 M  £170 M  £183 M  £196 M  £211 M  £227 M  £244 M  £262 M  £282 M  £303 M  £326 M  £350 M  £2.91 B
PL18- Less Net Costs  £139 M  £149 M  £160 M  £171 M  £184 M  £208 M  £212 M  £228 M  £245 M  £263 M  £282 M  £313 M  £2.55 B
PL19- Equals Net Profit / Loss  £20 M  £21 M  £23 M  £25 M  £27 M  £19.5 M  £32 M  £35 M  £37 M  £40 M  £44 M  £37.4 M  £361 M
PL20 - Net Margin 12% 13% 13% 13% 13% 9% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13% 11% 12%
PL21 - Investment £0
PL22 - VAT on Sales  £32 M  £34 M  £37 M  £39 M  £42 M  £45 M  £49 M  £52 M  £56 M  £61 M  £65 M  £70 M  £583 M
PL 23 - VAT on Costs  £9.7 M  £10.4 M  £11.2 M  £12.0 M  £12.9 M  £13.8 M  £14.9 M  £15.9 M  £17.1 M  £18.4 M  £19.8 M  £21.2 M  £177 M
PL 24 - VAT Adjustment  £57.1 M  £70.9 M  £88.3 M  £109.7 M  £326 M
PL25 - Cash  £217.4 M  £262.3 M  £310.8 M  £292.3 M  £348.8 M  £399.9 M  £377.3 M  £448.4 M  £524.9 M  £497.9 M  £587.1 M  £673.4 M  £673 M
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Expenses Years 1 - 6 (PL16)

Expenses Year 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total Yr 1

New Employees Added 19               5                 4                 1                 4                 3                 2                 -             2                 1                 -             1                 42                   

Total Employees (Excl Engineering & Support & Bonus Additions) 19               24               28               29               33               36               38               38               40               41               41               42               

Salesforce Licences  £1.2 K  £23 K  £6 K  £5 K  £1 K  £5 K  £4 K  £2 K  £0 K  £2 K  £1 K  £0 K  £1 K  £50 K

Computers  £1.2 K  £23 K  £6 K  £5 K  £1 K  £5 K  £4 K  £2 K  £0 K  £2 K  £1 K  £0 K  £1 K  £50 K

Desk / Chair / Office / Phone /  £0.6 K  £11 K  £14 K  £17 K  £17 K  £20 K  £22 K  £23 K  £23 K  £24 K  £25 K  £25 K  £25 K  £245 K

Events and event attendence  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £60 K

Investment Roadshow / Travel  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £60 K

Miscellaneous and Professional Service Fees  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £5 K  £60 K

MLM & Crowdsourcing Software, Salesforce & Other Integration  £50 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £160 K

Fundraising Costs  £50 K  £50 K

Total Expenses (Excluding Salary Costs)  £172 K  £51 K  £51 K  £45 K  £54 K  £54 K  £53 K  £48 K  £54 K  £52 K  £50 K  £53 K  £736 K

Expenses Year 2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Total Yr 2

New Employees Added 3                 1                 2                 2                 4                 1                 14               -             4                 2                 3                 -             36                   

Total Employees (Excl Engineering & Support & Bonus Additions) 45               46               48               50               54               55               69               69               73               75               78               78               

Salesforce Licences  £1.2 K  £26 K  £7 K  £7 K  £4 K  £10 K  £5 K  £19 K  £0 K  £7 K  £4 K  £4 K  £1 K  £94 K

Computers  £1.5 K  £6 K  £6 K  £6 K  £6 K  £7 K  £7 K  £9 K  £9 K  £9 K  £9 K  £10 K  £10 K  £93 K

Desk / Chair / Office / Phone /  £0.7 K  £32 K  £32 K  £34 K  £35 K  £38 K  £39 K  £48 K  £48 K  £51 K  £53 K  £55 K  £55 K  £518 K

Events and event attendence  £10.0 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £120 K

Investment Roadshow / Travel  £7.5 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £90 K

Miscellaneous and Professional Service Fees  £7.5 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £8 K  £90 K

MLM & Crowdsourcing Software, Salesforce & Other Integration  £0.0 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £10 K  £120 K

Fundraising Costs  £0.0 K  £0 K

Total Expenses (Excluding Salary Costs)  £99 K  £80 K  £82 K  £80 K  £89 K  £85 K  £111 K  £92 K  £102 K  £100 K  £103 K  £101 K  £1.1 M

Expenses Year 3 25               26               27               28               29               30               31               32               33               34               35               36               Total Yr 3

New Employees Added 11               -             3                 1-                 2                 5                 14               1-                 2                 -             5                 1                 41                   

Total Employees (Excl Engineering & Support & Bonus Additions) 89               89               92               91               93               98               112            111            113            113            118            119            

Salesforce Licences  £1.4 K  £46 K  £8 K  £13 K  £3 K  £14 K  £13 K  £42 K - £1 K  £11 K  £4 K  £11 K  £3 K  £167 K

Computers  £2.0 K  £15 K  £15 K  £15 K  £15 K  £16 K  £16 K  £19 K  £19 K  £19 K  £19 K  £20 K  £20 K  £206 K

Desk / Chair / Office / Phone /  £1.0 K  £89 K  £89 K  £92 K  £91 K  £93 K  £98 K  £112 K  £111 K  £113 K  £113 K  £118 K  £119 K  £1.2 M

Events and event attendence  £20.0 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £240 K

Investment Roadshow / Travel  £20.0 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £240 K

Miscellaneous and Professional Service Fees  £20.0 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £240 K

MLM & Crowdsourcing Software, Salesforce & Other Integration  £0.0 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £20 K  £240 K

Fundraising Costs  £0.0 K  £0 K

Total Expenses (Excluding Salary Costs)  £230 K  £192 K  £200 K  £189 K  £203 K  £207 K  £253 K  £208 K  £223 K  £216 K  £229 K  £222 K  £2.6 M

Expenses Year 4 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 Total Yr 4

New Employees Added 14               -             4                 5                 7                 2                 10               2                 10               3                 1                 2                 60                   

Total Employees (Excl Engineering & Support & Bonus Additions) 133            133            137            142            149            151            161            163            173            176            177            179            

Salesforce Licences  £1.6 K  £75 K  £10 K  £21 K  £11 K  £27 K  £18 K  £64 K  £2 K  £29 K  £10 K  £14 K  £6 K  £286 K

Computers  £2.5 K  £28 K  £28 K  £29 K  £30 K  £31 K  £31 K  £34 K  £34 K  £36 K  £37 K  £37 K  £37 K  £390 K

Desk / Chair / Office / Phone /  £1.2 K  £160 K  £160 K  £164 K  £170 K  £179 K  £181 K  £193 K  £196 K  £208 K  £211 K  £212 K  £215 K  £2.2 M

Events and event attendence  £30.0 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £360 K

Investment Roadshow / Travel  £30.0 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £360 K

Miscellaneous and Professional Service Fees  £30.0 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £30 K  £360 K

MLM & Crowdsourcing Software, Salesforce & Other Integration  £0.0 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £480 K

Fundraising Costs  £0.0 K  £0 K

Total Expenses (Excluding Salary Costs)  £393 K  £327 K  £344 K  £341 K  £367 K  £360 K  £421 K  £361 K  £402 K  £387 K  £394 K  £388 K  £4.5 M

Expenses Year 5 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 Total Yr 5

New Employees Added 29               2                 2                 2                 5                 4                 12               6                 8                 4                 2                 7                 83                   

Total Employees (Excl Engineering & Support & Bonus Additions) 208            210            212            214            219            223            235            241            249            253            255            262            

Salesforce Licences  £1.8 K  £137 K  £14 K  £27 K  £16 K  £40 K  £27 K  £94 K  £13 K  £47 K  £18 K  £20 K  £20 K  £472 K

Computers  £3.0 K  £52 K  £53 K  £53 K  £54 K  £55 K  £56 K  £59 K  £60 K  £62 K  £63 K  £64 K  £66 K  £695 K

Desk / Chair / Office / Phone /  £1.4 K  £291 K  £294 K  £297 K  £300 K  £307 K  £312 K  £329 K  £337 K  £349 K  £354 K  £357 K  £367 K  £3.9 M

Events and event attendence  £40.0 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £480 K

Investment Roadshow / Travel  £40.0 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £480 K

Miscellaneous and Professional Service Fees  £40.0 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £40 K  £480 K

MLM & Crowdsourcing Software, Salesforce & Other Integration  £0.0 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £60 K  £720 K

Fundraising Costs  £0.0 K  £0 K

Total Expenses (Excluding Salary Costs)  £0.0 K  £660 K  £541 K  £557 K  £549 K  £581 K  £575 K  £661 K  £590 K  £638 K  £615 K  £621 K  £632 K  £7.2 M

Expenses Year 6 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 Total Yr 6

New Employees Added 15               10               7                 5                 7                 5                 13               4                 9                 5                 6                 2                 88                   

Total Employees (Excl Engineering & Support & Bonus Additions) 277            287            294            299            306            311            324            328            337            342            348            350            

Salesforce Licences  £2.0 K  £182 K  £36 K  £44 K  £28 K  £58 K  £40 K  £130 K  £22 K  £70 K  £30 K  £34 K  £26 K  £700 K

Computers  £4.0 K  £92 K  £96 K  £98 K  £100 K  £102 K  £104 K  £108 K  £109 K  £112 K  £114 K  £116 K  £117 K  £1.3 M

Desk / Chair / Office / Phone /  £1.6 K  £443 K  £459 K  £470 K  £478 K  £490 K  £498 K  £518 K  £525 K  £539 K  £547 K  £557 K  £560 K  £6.1 M

Events and event attendence  £50.0 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £600 K

Investment Roadshow / Travel  £50.0 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £600 K

Miscellaneous and Professional Service Fees  £50.0 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £50 K  £600 K

MLM & Crowdsourcing Software, Salesforce & Other Integration  £0.0 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £80 K  £960 K

Fundraising Costs  £0.0 K  £0 K

Total Expenses (Excluding Salary Costs)  £0.0 K  £948 K  £821 K  £842 K  £836 K  £880 K  £871 K  £986 K  £886 K  £952 K  £921 K  £937 K  £933 K  £10.8 M

All personnel are expected to be subscribers - thus active marketers of the BIGCrowd Subscription - and thus get to supplement their income.
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BIGCrowd6 Year Recruitment and Salary Schedule

Employees will have a limit of sponsoring 10 subscribers directly - with the others they sponsor being allocated to aligned foundations as cause marketing

BIGCrowd 6yr Employee Recruitment & Salary Schedule Yr 1 Yr2 Yr3 Yr4 Yr5 Yr6

Life President 1                    1                   1                   1                   1                   1                   

 £15 K  £20 K  £25 K  £30 K  £35 K  £40 K

Advisors and Board 3                    8                   10                 10                 15                 20                 

 £15 K  £20 K  £25 K  £30 K  £35 K  £40 K

Executive Chairman 1                    1                   1                   1                   1                   1                   

 £80 K  £100 K  £140 K  £160 K  £180 K  £200 K

CFO/CEO/CLO (Financial/Executive/Legal) 2                    3                   3                   3                   3                   4                   

 £80 K  £100 K  £140 K  £160 K  £180 K  £200 K

COO/CTO/CMO/CIO(Operating/Technology/Marketing/Impact) 3                    4                   4                   7                   10                 12                 

 £80 K  £100 K  £140 K  £160 K  £180 K  £200 K

Finance & HR 3                    5                   8                   13                 23                 34                 

 £60 K  £70 K  £90 K  £110 K  £120 K  £140 K

Marketing / PR Execs 2                    3                   5                   13                 22                 29                 

 £60 K  £70 K  £90 K  £110 K  £120 K  £140 K

Network Distribution Director 2                    2                   4                   7                   11                 17                 

 £60 K  £75 K  £90 K  £105 K  £120 K  £135 K

Sustainable Development Goal Champions 3                    8                   15                 22                 33                 45                 

 £60 K  £70 K  £90 K  £110 K  £120 K  £140 K

Challenge Managers 1                    3                   7                   14                 24                 36                 

 £40 K  £45 K  £50 K  £55 K  £60 K  £65 K

Partner Sales 2                    3                   5                   7                   9                   11                 

 £60 K  £70 K  £90 K  £120 K  £140 K  £160 K

Engineers 3                    5                   7                   11                 17                 27                 

 £70 K  £85 K  £100 K  £120 K  £140 K  £160 K

Support co-ordination 2                    3                   5                   6                   9                   11                 

 £35 K  £40 K  £50 K  £55 K  £60 K  £70 K

Content & Research 2                    3                   5                   7                   9                   14                 

 £35 K  £40 K  £50 K  £55 K  £60 K  £70 K

Admin & facilities management 3                    5                   7                   10                 12                 15                 

 £30 K  £35 K  £50 K  £55 K  £60 K  £70 K

Marketing and social media 2                    3                   7                   9                   13                 17                 

 £30 K  £35 K  £50 K  £55 K  £60 K  £65 K

Interns 2                    5                   10                 16                 21                 25                 
 £18 K  £22 K  £26 K  £30 K  £35 K  £40 K

Total Annual Salaries (excluding bonus / added staff costs / engineering)  £2 M  £3 M  £7 M  £13 M  £22 M  £35 M
Average no of full time employees  (Excl Engineering & Support) 34                 62                 103              156              232              317              

Average Salary Cost  £49 K  £56 K  £70 K  £85 K  £95 K  £110 K

Additional Funding for Engineerig  £739 K  £5 M  £15 M  £46 M  £122 M  £291 M
No of Engineers if 50% of Budget used for Payment Processing / Costs 5                    28                 74                 193              437              910              

No of Additional Employees, if 50% of Bonus is Used For Personnel 1                    8                   32                 109              322              664              

No of BIG Support Personnel (at average 4.2 x Full Time Equivaluents per BIG) 13                 82                 258              810              2,140           5,098           

Average Total Personal INC 53                 180              467              1,268           3,131           6,990           

A magnet for talent - managing the logistical challenge of growth

 l As can be seen above, BIGCrowd has the potential for exponential growth when critical mass is achieved. 

 l Growth shown gives a requirement for ongoing recruitment in three areas; general management and marketing; engineering;  
and BIGSupport provision.  Salaries are competitive initially, and generous over time. Regional growth will be managed  
carefully, with new head office and BIGSupport teams set up to mirror the expansion of subscriber growth. 

 l Included in BIGSupport is the assistance given to Big Impact Game-changers for recruitment and talent management. 

 l Technology and marketing to support all recruitment will mirror the systems used to find and filter applicants, and systems  
will be spread across the company and the Big Impact Game-changers it is supporting. 
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Years 1 - 3 Recruitment and Salary Schedule

BIGCrowd Recruitment and Salary Schedule Year 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total Yr 1

Life President  £15 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £15 K
Advisors and Board  £15 K 0 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4  £43 K
Executive Chairman  £80 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £80 K
CFO/CEO/CLO (Financial/Executive/Legal)  £80 K 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  £160 K
COO/CTO/CMO/CIO(Operating/Technology/Marketing/Impact)  £80 K 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  £200 K
Finance & HR  £60 K 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  £155 K
Marketing / PR Execs  £60 K 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  £110 K
Network Distribution Director  £60 K 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  £95 K
Sustainable Development Goal Champions  £60 K 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4  £155 K
Challenge Managers  £40 K 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £30 K
Partner Sales  £60 K 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  £110 K
Engineers  £70 K 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4  £216 K
Support co-ordination  £35 K 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  £58 K
Content & Research  £35 K 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  £67 K
Admin & facilities management  £30 K 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4  £88 K
Marketing and social media  £30 K 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  £60 K
Interns  £18 K 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3  £36 K
Total Employees (excl Engineering & Support) 19 24 28 29 33 36 38 38 40 41 41 42  £1.7 M

BIGCrowd Recruitment and Salary Schedule Year 2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Total Yr 2

Life President  £20 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £20 K
Advisors and Board  £20 K 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8  £150 K
Executive Chairman  £100 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £100 K
CFO/CEO/CLO (Financial/Executive/Legal)  £100 K 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  £300 K
COO/CTO/CMO/CIO(Operating/Technology/Marketing/Impact)  £100 K 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4  £350 K
Finance & HR  £70 K 3 3 3 3 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 6  £327 K
Marketing / PR Execs  £70 K 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4  £210 K
Network Distribution Director  £75 K 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  £150 K
Sustainable Development Goal Champions  £70 K 4 4 5 5 6 6 8 8 10 10 12 12  £525 K
Challenge Managers  £45 K 1 1 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4  £128 K
Partner Sales  £70 K 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4  £210 K
Engineers  £85 K 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 6  £425 K
Support co-ordination  £40 K 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3  £100 K
Content & Research  £40 K 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4  £120 K
Admin & facilities management  £35 K 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6  £163 K
Marketing and social media  £35 K 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4  £102 K
Interns  £22 K 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6  £101 K
Total Employees (excl Engineering & Support) 45 46 48 50 54 55 69 69 73 75 78 78  £3.5 M

BIGCrowd Recruitment and Salary Schedule Year 3 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 Total Yr 3

Life President  £25 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £25 K
Advisors and Board  £25 K 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10  £250 K
Executive Chairman  £140 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £140 K
CFO/CEO/CLO (Financial/Executive/Legal)  £140 K 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  £420 K
COO/CTO/CMO/CIO(Operating/Technology/Marketing/Impact)  £140 K 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  £560 K
Finance & HR  £90 K 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 10  £720 K
Marketing / PR Execs  £90 K 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 8 8  £480 K
Network Distribution Director  £90 K 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  £375 K
Sustainable Development Goal Champions  £90 K 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 16 16 16 18 18  £1.4 M
Challenge Managers  £50 K 6 6 6 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8  £350 K
Partner Sales  £90 K 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5  £405 K
Engineers  £100 K 6 6 6 6 6 8 8 6 8 8 8 8  £700 K
Support co-ordination  £50 K 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5  £225 K
Content & Research  £50 K 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 6  £250 K
Admin & facilities management  £50 K 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7  £325 K
Marketing and social media  £50 K 6 6 6 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8  £350 K
Interns  £26 K 7 7 8 7 8 8 12 12 12 12 12 12  £254 K
Total Employees (excl Engineering & Support) 89 89 92 91 93 98 112 111 113 113 118 119  £7.2 M
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BIGCrowd Recruitment and Salary Schedule Year 4 0 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 Total Yr 4

Life President  £30 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £30 K
Advisors and Board  £30 K 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10  £300 K
Executive Chairman  £160 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £160 K
CFO/CEO/CLO (Financial/Executive/Legal)  £160 K 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  £480 K
COO/CTO/CMO/CIO(Operating/Technology/Marketing/Impact)  £160 K 6 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8  £1.2 M
Finance & HR  £110 K 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 15 15 15 15  £1.4 M
Marketing / PR Execs  £110 K 10 10 10 12 12 12 12 12 16 16 16 16  £1.4 M
Network Distribution Director  £105 K 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 8  £718 K
Sustainable Development Goal Champions  £110 K 20 20 20 20 20 20 23 23 23 26 26 28  £2.5 M
Challenge Managers  £55 K 10 10 12 12 14 14 14 14 16 16 16 16  £752 K
Partner Sales  £120 K 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8  £830 K
Engineers  £120 K 8 8 10 10 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12  £1.3 M
Support co-ordination  £55 K 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7  £348 K
Content & Research  £55 K 6 6 6 6 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8  £399 K
Admin & facilities management  £55 K 8 8 8 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10  £523 K
Marketing and social media  £55 K 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 10 10 10 10  £486 K
Interns  £30 K 14 14 14 14 14 15 16 16 18 18 18 18  £473 K
Total Employees (excl Engineering & Support) 133 133 137 142 149 151 161 163 173 176 177 179  £13.2 M

BIGCrowd Recruitment and Salary Schedule Year 5 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 Total Yr 5

Life President  £35 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £35 K
Advisors and Board  £35 K 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15  £525 K
Executive Chairman  £180 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £180 K
CFO/CEO/CLO (Financial/Executive/Legal)  £180 K 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  £540 K
COO/CTO/CMO/CIO(Operating/Technology/Marketing/Impact)  £180 K 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10  £1.8 M
Finance & HR  £120 K 20 20 20 20 20 20 25 25 25 25 25 25  £2.7 M
Marketing / PR Execs  £120 K 20 20 20 20 20 20 22 22 25 25 25 25  £2.6 M
Network Distribution Director  £120 K 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 12 12 12 12 12  £1.3 M
Sustainable Development Goal Champions  £120 K 30 30 30 30 30 32 33 35 35 35 35 40  £4.0 M
Challenge Managers  £60 K 20 20 20 20 25 25 25 25 25 26 28 30  £1.4 M
Partner Sales  £140 K 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 10 10 10 10  £1.2 M
Engineers  £140 K 14 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 17 20 20 20  £2.4 M
Support co-ordination  £60 K 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 10 10 10  £520 K
Content & Research  £60 K 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 10 10 10 10 10  £540 K
Admin & facilities management  £60 K 10 10 12 12 12 12 12 12 14 14 14 14  £740 K
Marketing and social media  £60 K 10 10 10 12 12 14 14 14 14 14 14 14  £760 K
Interns  £35 K 20 20 20 20 20 20 22 22 22 22 22 22  £735 K
Total Employees (excl Engineering & Support) 208 210 212 214 219 223 235 241 249 253 255 262  £22.0 M

BIGCrowd Recruitment and Salary Schedule Year 6 0 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 Total Yr 6

Life President  £40 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £40 K
Advisors and Board  £40 K 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20  £800 K
Executive Chairman  £200 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  £200 K
CFO/CEO/CLO (Financial/Executive/Legal)  £200 K 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4  £700 K
COO/CTO/CMO/CIO(Operating/Technology/Marketing/Impact)  £200 K 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12  £2.4 M
Finance & HR  £140 K 25 25 25 30 30 30 40 40 40 40 40 40  £4.7 M
Marketing / PR Execs  £140 K 25 25 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30  £4.1 M
Network Distribution Director  £135 K 14 14 16 16 16 16 18 18 16 16 20 20  £2.3 M
Sustainable Development Goal Champions  £140 K 40 40 40 40 45 45 45 45 50 50 50 50  £6.3 M
Challenge Managers  £65 K 30 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 40 40 40  £2.3 M
Partner Sales  £160 K 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 12 12 12 12 12  £1.7 M
Engineers  £160 K 20 25 25 25 25 28 28 28 30 30 30 30  £4.3 M
Support co-ordination  £70 K 10 10 10 10 10 12 12 12 12 12 12 12  £782 K
Content & Research  £70 K 12 12 12 12 14 14 14 14 16 16 16 16  £980 K
Admin & facilities management  £70 K 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 16 16 16 16  £1.0 M
Marketing and social media  £65 K 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 18 20  £1.1 M
Interns  £40 K 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 26 26 26 26 26  £993 K
Total Employees (excl Engineering & Support) 277 287 294 299 306 311 324 328 337 342 348 350  £34.7 M
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Background on Transform Global

The BIG Vision for Transform Global

Transform Global is a vision to create a private ‘Innovation and 
Development Bank’ designed to best address pressing economic, 
social and environmental issues around the world. 

The ‘bank’ aims to use sponsorship from motivated corporations 
to cover core costs so it 
can then attract a pool of 
talent large enough to be 
fit for purpose and scale. 

Designed as an 
‘intelligent intermediary’, 
it aims to bridge funding 
gaps between multilateral 
development banks, 
commercial investment 
banks and other types of 
investor and fund. 

The Business Model

Core revenues for Transform Global Ltd (the umbrella company, 
also described as a Global Impact Investment Bank), will initially 
come from sponsorship and advisory fees charged to a select group 
of global corporations. 

BIGCrowd, which will now launch first, will create a foundation so 
Transform Global can launch from a position of strength. 

Sponsor fees will be in return for helping corporations and other 
banks unlock hidden innovation, driving positive public and 
employee engagement, and implementing a greater number of 
sustainability focussed projects than they can do alone.  

These benefits aim to help said sponsors reduce carbon footprint 
and environmental impact, manage related risks, generate business, 
and thus increase financial and non financial returns.

Core activity is the financial innovation to widen key bottlenecks 
and fill critical funding gaps to enable ‘impact investment’ to flow 
more efficiently and at greater scale all over the world, and do so in 
a systematised way.  

The objective is to drive sustainability focussed innovation, 
development and roll out in real economies all around the world 
thus helping sponsors increase their relevance.

Over time, the ‘bank’ will also earn fees for raising and providing 
arms length management support to the funds, plus a share of 
carried return (profits).  The bulk of these fees  and carried returns 
will be retained by the stand alone (local) investment management 
and technical assistance teams, which all goes to ensure optimum 
potential for scalability.

Structure

With a similar regulatory requirement to a boutique investment bank 
or old style merchant bank (no deposit taking or capital issuance), 
and with an annual commitment from up to 60 Global Impact 
Partners (30 corporates and 30 financial), Transform Global will 
be structured to operate at sufficient size necessary to create and 
deploy innovative ‘Impact Investment Funds’ around the world. 

Funds will be raised for different regions and themes, and from a 
mix of institutional, governmental and private investors. 

We strongly believe this strategy of creating ‘blended’ public, 
private and impact partnerships is the innovation required to unlock 
sufficient capital to best address the largest risk and resilience 
threats and opportunities of modern times.

Fund Features and Innovations

By blending ‘Public, Private and Impact’ investment together, 
different classes of investor can share risk, reward and best meet 
their aligned strategic objectives.

Doing so via ‘evergreen’ fund structures 
means the funds can be much more 
efficient. This means a lower average 
cost of capital which in turn enables 
investment to flow to much broader 
investment portfolios. 

Structured with ‘patient’ investment time-
lines these funds are likely to be attractive 
to institutional investors who seek 
managed risk and long term returns. 

Scale and lower average cost of capital also means that organised 
help & support can be delivered to the portfolio. 

‘Butterfly Basket’ portfolio design

Funds will be deployed via an advanced portfolio design (called 
the butterfly basket), enabling many risk level seed and angel 
investments to progress to later stage investments where returns on a 
fund level can be generated.

In an active form of risk and return management this enables co 
investment to be 
raised at all stages, 
speeds up the 
investment process, 
drives efficiency and 
embraces tolerable 
levels of early failure - 
while enabling healthy 
portfolio level returns.
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How did this all come about?

BIGCrowd is the result of insights gained by the Founder, Steve 
Podmore who took a raw idea in November 2006 and over 8+ 
years turned it into a fully developed vision for a Private Innovation 
and Development Bank called Transform Global (see opposite). 

As can be seen below, Steve also developed an economic theory 
(click on the white paper to read), is writing a book on why 
individuals and organisations can develop immunity to important 
innovation, why this is bad for the world, and what can be done 
about it - and has continually refined a series of beliefs and ever 
stronger motivations that underpin his determination and focus.  

Though yet to launch, Transform Global Ltd is the company and 
name for the bank.  This is included with the BIGCrowd investment.

Steve’s journey and the many lessons learned along the way led 
to an intense conversation in Nov 2014 which saw the initial idea 
behind BIGCrowd coming together over a few short hours. 

The inspiring conversation, was with a great friend and modest 
supporter, who amongst others, had also supported another social 
entrepreneur for several years in Africa.  

Support that had been given included storytelling and advocacy 
and was game-changing for the dynamic entrepreneur behind an 
exciting, integrated development foundation. This helped tens of 
thousands of lives to be positively touched, thus creating impact in 
central Nigeria, one of the toughest parts of the world to operate. 

Though the support was highly valuable it was also badly 
underfunded. Steve realised, if similar support could be more 
thorough and better funded, with many contributing a small amount 
towards costs, and if their was also a fair and objective process to 
access it, then projects like Transform Global and other Big Impact 
Game-changers had a greater chance of succeeding. 

Research (for what initially was called Impact Advocates) continued 
for a few weeks and it was quickly understood this was a powerful 
concept that could be synergistic with Transform Global itself 
(eventually providing discovery and deal flow for the bank). 

However, Steve initially decided to continue with the plan to launch 
Transform Global first and then launch Impact Advocates as one of 
its first projects when fully funded. 

In the summer of 2015, when the BIGCrowd name was thought 
up (being much better for a consumer audience) and the idea had 
matured, it became obvious that it was a better idea to launch 
BIGCrowd first. It would create a platform and position of strength 
so the more costly and technical ‘bank’ could ultimately launch. So 
this is exactly what we are doing.

Development continued throughout 2016, and more and more 
detail for the business, for the marketing system, the incentive 
competitions, and for the technology platform fell into place.  

The Pre Launch Beta Subscriber offering is now live, and launch 
investment is now sought from aligned investors who buy into the 
mission and the long term governance structure. 

At the same time world issues are becoming more serious by the 
day. People are worried about jobs, and as a result, and right wing 
popularism is rising. Never before have we needed positive Big 
Impact Game-changers of the type BIGCrowd can find, to emerge 
and succeed. Echoing the words of Victor Hugo ‘BIGCrowd is a 
powerful idea whose time has come’. 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/532afd_0dcee0426b384c2dac3b26b3bb8e8fa7.pdf
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“Here’s to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The troublemakers. 

The round pegs in the square holes. The ones who see things differently.  

They’re not fond of rules and they have no respect for the status quo. 

You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them. 

About the only thing you can’t do - is ignore them.  

Because they change things.  They push the human race forward. 

While some may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius. 

Because the people who are crazy enough to think they 

can change the world, are the ones who do”.

Steve Jobs

Think Different

www.bigcrowd.net
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